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Commercial Club Has $10, Action in Louisiana Case Building Committee of Local Lodge Proposes That Work Owing to
Dry Condition of Kansas City and St. Louis
Shall Start on New Opera House
000 Home - Large Rail
Npt to be Accepted as
umber and Brush Flames
Prepare for High Water
road Improvements.
Precedent.
By July 1.
are Making Headway.
That is Coming.
William M. Berger, editor and proprietor of the Belen Tribune, general
manager of the Willard and Belen
a successful
Townsite companies,
hustler and energetic bustler, well
and favorably known in Santa Fe for
thirty years, spent Sunday and yes-- '
terday in the city. He attended to bus-iness while here and was a caller at
!

the New Mexican

office.

"Belen Is not booming, but is getting along splendidly," said Mr. Berger. "Our farmers this year, as an experiment, have put in one hundred
acres of sugar beets and two hundred
acres of cantaloupes. Our climate is
the very best for "uch vegetables and
the soil for mile3 and miles about
Belen and in the Rio Grande Valley is
superior to any in the territory for
raising fruit, cereals, alfalfa, sugar
beets and cantaloupes.
The sugar
beets, so any expert says, will average about twenty tons to the acre and
cantaloupes will be very plentiful.
These plantings have been made as experiments and if successful, as it now
appears will be the case, the acreage
of land will be increased ten and twenty fold next year.
Extensive Railroad Improvements
"The work of putting the Santa Fe
railroad yards in our town into first
class condition is getting on steadily
and carefully. Two large water towers
60 feet high and 35 feet in diameter
have been built for service at the
yards. A $ower house is being built
out of reinforced concrete, the dimensions being 150 feet by 100 feet.
The machinery lor the electrical power necessary for use and the round
house will be located in this machinery hall. The road is also building a
very large store house, probably one
of the largest of its kind on the line,
about 350 feet long by 150 feet wids.
This building being constructed of reinforced concrete surrounded by a
large platform, to handle the" great
freight business which will be transferred and which it is expected will
toe done at Belen.
"The construction
department of
the road, under the management of J.
V. Key, chief construction engineer,
will turn over the Eastern Railway of
New Mexico on July first to the operating department of the Santa Fe railway and it is expected that thereafter
through Eastern passenger and freight
traffic from eastern points to the California coast points will be inaugurat,

ed.

Progressive Commercial Club.
"We have, during the past 'eighteen
months, gained many progressive citizens' and merchants and our commercial club is doing a great deal of development in our town. We have erected a fine
brick building for
a club house which is furnished very
comfortably, at a cost of $10,000.
We do not owe a cent on the building. Our commercial club members
are boosters in the real sense of the
word and knockers are not allowed
among them. In fact the room of
street corner knockers and back
is desired by the progressive citizens of Belen and their leaving is appreciated.
"The commercial interests of Belen,
and
have been very satisfactory
have been constantly increasing since
the opening of the Eastern Railway
of New Mexico.
"The extensive business of the
wholesale firm of the John Becker
company, probably the largest establishment in central New Mexico has
increased so far this year about thirty
per cent. Mr. Becker is one of the original pioneers of Belen, having lived
and been in business there for thirty-threyears.
"The Belen Roller Mills are turning out 150 barrels of very superior
hours and
patent flour per twenty-fou- r
the business is Increasing.
Crops in Splendid Condition.
"Wheat and alfalfa are looking fine
and good crops are expected. The
acreage planted this year over last
year is fifty per cent. The lowest price
paid for alfalfa In the Belen Valley is
ten dollars per ton. Notwithstanding
that some of the fruit in the valley,
which consists of apples, peaches,
pears and grapes was somewhat' injured by the late frosts, there will be
a big crop and the fruit gives promise
of being of first class quality.
"The Belen Townsite com pany has
just set out 1,600 trees on tbd streets
and avenues and all are gro wing nicetwo-stor-
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six age point to prevent disaster in case
hundred people, modern In every re of fire.
Several weeks ago the local lodge
spect and an ice plant and cold stor of Elks
purchased a lot on the north
age house costing in the neighborhood side of Lincoln avenue
of $50,000 are Improvements' in Santa Governor's Palace. This adjoining the
lot has a hunFe that will be seen before snow flies. dred foot front and is close to
the
At a meeting of the building com heart of the city. It Is an ideal loca-t.'omittee of Santa Fe Lodge No. 400, B.
for an opera house and the public
P. O. Elks yesterday, W. M. Rapp, of spirited Elks are deserving of much
the firm of Rapp Brothers, architects, credit and commendation for setting
of Trinidad, Colorado, was employed HDont. to provide such an ideal
to draw plans for an opera hoiue and
for Santa Fe.
to superintend its construction. This
It is the expectation of the buildcommittee consisting of S. G.
ing committee to have the structure
Frank E. Nuding, N. L. King, completed in time for the opening of
M. A. Otero, A. B. Renehan and T. P. the theatrical season this fall. Work
Gable, informed Mr. Rapp that work will be pushed with this end in view.
on the building must be started by Tlio success of this venture is in the
luurts of the people of Santa Fe and
July 1.
Rough plans for the building were trf the best shows on the road nass
submitted by the committee to Mr. ('.rough New Mexico on their way to
Rapp. These plans call for the most ar.i! from the Pacific coast there is no
niodernly equipped playhouse known question concerning the class of enter
to the architectural world. The exteri- tainments that will be billed for the
or of the structure is to be Mission onera house.
Ice Plant Contemplated.
style, the walls to be of brick and
It is reported that the Santa Fe
trimmed in stone. The interior will
contain two floors, a gallery which will Light and Water company will bebe finished the same as the lower gin within a few weeks the construcfloor. Eight boxes are to be construct- tion of an Ice and cold storage plant.
This report was confirmed today In
ed, four on either side.
rurt by Frank Owen, manager of the
Be
Modern in Every Respect.
To
company. Asked as to the truth of the
The stage will be large and spacious voport he statod that the
company had
so that any troupe coming west may
lots from the Santa Fe
use its scenery without being crowd, IV 'al
Railway . comrifiUx and had
ed. The dressing rooms will be itv. jj.urisi for an ice and cold
storage
and well equipped. Over the stap.e a plant.
large loft is to be fitted up and all
Further than this he could not
house scenery will be hung on weights as the matter was in the hands of say
the
instead of in tracks. This will permit directors of the
company and a descenery being hoisted to the loft out cision would be reached soon. He exof the way when not in use.
pects to hear during the month that
The very best opera chairs will be the decision to build has been reachpurchased and the seats will be so ar- ed.
ranged that every one may see to the It is understood that the company
best advantage. The building will be expects to invest about $50,000 in Sanequipped with its own heating plant ta Fe and from time to time will Inand further it will be well ventilated. crease the capacity as the growth of
Exits will be provided at every vant its trade demands.
A $20,000

Chicago, June 9. Much interest is
attached to the meeting of the Republican national committee today because of the vote to be taken on the
proposition to compromise the Louisiana contests. The Taft managers, although somewhat surprised yesterday
by the extent of the
compromise
movement, were today determined not

n

to compromise.

The adherents of the compromise
movement renewed their arguments
of yesterday suggesting the seating of
both sets of contesting delegates with
half a vote each. This would attach
the negro vote to the Republican party. Many messages passed 'between
this city and Washington relative to
the situation.

play-.luus-

Cart-wrigh-

Lodge Loses His Proxy.

Committeeman H. C .McCoy a member of the Philippine Island delegation
appeared this morning prepared to
take his seat. This deprives Senator
Lodge of his proxy. Although Lodge
is for Taft, he is declared to favor
the compromise proposition.
Arthur Slater and James Phelps,
two Taft men to whom strong objection is made, still hold proxies and sat
as members of the committee today.
Compromise

is Accepted.

It has been agreed by the members
of the Republican national committee
to saat both delegations from Louisiana, allowing each delegate a half
vote. This action was agreed to with
the full" consent of both Secretary of
War W. H. Taft and President Roose-

the

Louisiana contest

e

t,

d

velt.
Not to Be Taken as Precedent.
The Taft men declared,
however,

that

opera house seating

stands

alone and are not to be taken as a precedent for other contests. Governor
Warmoth was not satisfied with the
compromise and says he was sold out.
He says he will bring the contest before the credentials committee of the
convention to seat the anti-Taft

CORTELYOU AND LODGE
AFTER VICE PRESIDENCY.

BLOODSHED ATTENDS
SOUTHERN VETERANS
COUNTY SEAT WAR
IN ANNUAL REUNION

Washington. June 9. The indica
tions are multiplying that Secretary of One Man Shot and Another Seriously
the Treasury George B. Cortelyou will
Wounded in Oklahoma Row Furbe the chief candidate for the viee- ther Trouble Feared.
nresidential nomination before the na
tional convention at Chicago. Mr. Cor- Muskogee, Okla., June 9. The
trnp'prlv, nt tho MpTntnati ontintvtelyou refuses to discuss the matter
at this time.
; seat war was enacted last night when
It has been determined by the General Dunlap, who was guarding
friends of Governor Curtis Guild of the court house in Eufaula was shot
Massachusetts, that his name will be and killed in a hallway in the third
presented to the Chicago convention story of the building. Edward C. Junomination. lian, county clerk of Mcintosh county,
for the
Senator Lodge of Massachusetts who is charged with the murder and the
is to he the permanent chairman of sheriff and deputies brought him here
the convention, will leave the chair to today for safekeeping.
F. M. Woods was shot and seriously
present the name of Governor Guild.
The nomination will be seconded by wounded by Joe Parmenter in the
Representative S. Osborne, of
fight which followed.
Eufaula and Checotah have long
been rivals for the county seat of Mcintosh county. On Saturday Governor
KING EDWARD AND
Haskell decided in favor of Checotah.
CZAR IN CONFERENCE A special train was run from Eufaula
to Checotah in an effort to secure the
Important Meeting of Two Great county records and move them to Checotah before injunction proceedings
European Monarchs Regarded as
could be commenced.
Significant.
When the Checotah special train on
Reval, Russia, June 9 The meeting which were a dozen armed men, arriv
between King Edward of England, and ed at Eufaula they were met by eigCzar Nicholas of Russia, took place hty armed citizens. J. Parmenter of
today with due formality. It was the Checotah, and Constable Woods, of
first timo an English monarch ever Eufaula, got into an altercation and
made an official visit to Russian wat- exchanged shots. A number of other
ers. The British squadron escorted shots were fired by outsiders.
the royal yacht on its voyage and the
MURDERER
Albert, with King Edward aboard, en- HALF-BREEtered the bay here shortly after 10
STILL ELUDES POSSE.
o'clock. The customary salutes were
fired and after an exchange of formal
Grants, N. M., June 9. "Dick Eavisits the King and Czar lunched gle,' the half breed Cherokee Indian
aboard tho Russian royal yacht Polar who killed Santiago Vallo at Blue-wateStar.
Saturday a week ago, is still at
large and it is believed that he has
succeeded in evading the posse which
LOCAL REVENUE OFFICE
HAS MARK OF EXCELLENCE has been scouring the country for the
Bren-ton- ,
Robert M. Blalre, revenue agent on past few days. Deputy Sheriff
been
has
of San 'Rafael, who
accounts, who has been in the city
murder-'er- ,
for
in
the
search
the
office
leading
checking up the local revenue
has not been heard from for four
which takes care of all the internal
revenue business in New Mexico and 'days, and his friends here are begito entertain fears that he has
Arizona, has completed his work and nning
beleft the city. Before leaving he stated met with an accident. It is now
the
was
Dick
Eagle
that
here,
which
is ably lieved
that the Santa Fe office,
W. Moss,
filled by Collector Henry P. Bardshar man, who fatally wounded J.
A Indian
last
at
'the
Chaves,
trader
and his assistants, is one of the; best
United
in
the
night.
Wednesday
offices
conducted
States. There are but four offices in
the internal revenue department that
Headquarters for wedding cards and
have the mark of excellence and the announcements, at the New Mexican
Santa Fe office is one.
Printing company, Santa Fe.
o

,
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Members of Confederacy Assemble at
Attendance Large
Birmingham
and Enthusiastic.

Birmingham, Ala., June 9. Amid
great enthusiasm and before 700 people assembled in the auditorium, the
eighth annual reunion of the Confederate Veterans was called to order
today by Major General Harrison, commanding the Alabama division of the
Confederate Veterans.
Surrounding General Harrison on
the stage were General W. L. Cabell,
of Texas, General Clement Evans, of
Georgia, General Taylor and other
prominent officers and representatives
of the local Sons of Veterans, Daughters of the Confederacy, and local citizens committees.

Today's program included an address of welcome by Brigadier General W. H. Bush, on behalf of the veterans of Alabama; by General Rufus
N. Rhodes, on behalf of the Sons of
Veterans, by Mrs. Charles G. Brown,
on behalf of the Alabama Daughters
of the "Confederacy, and the reading
of the address of General Stephen D.
Lee, deceased.

Three forest fires are raging in this
section of New Mexico and rangers
and what assistance they are able to
secure are out seeking to stem the
conflagrations before they get beyond
control. At least two of the fires have
already spread over hundreds of acres
oi' territory and it is feared because of
the dry condition of the timber lands
they will do untold damage before being put out.
Big Fire on Jemez.
A telegram
was
received
this
morning from James Lease, a ranger
on the Jemez National Forest, that a
fire was raging in
Gallinas canon,
about forty miles north of Eapanola,
and that he was hurrying to the scene.
T. R. Stewart, acting forest supervisor
of the Pecos River, Jemez and Taos
forests, during the absence of Supervisor Ross McMillan, immediately
wired to Coyote requesting that all assistance that could be secured there
be Font at once to the scene of the fire
to assist Ranger Lease.
Ugly Blaze on Pecos.
Ranger Mossiinan, of the Pecos
forest, notified Mr. Stewart this morning that a big fire had started on
the Pecos Reserve, about sixty miles
east of here and that he had gone to
the scene and would pick up all assistance possible along the way.
Last evening Mr. Stewart discovered a forest fire on the Jemez forest
west of Santa Fe about 45 Biika, and
near where the big fire of last week
burned out. Acting Supervisor Stewart had been out on the forest and was
returning to Santa Fe when he noticed far behind him a fire which was
making rapid headway. He dispatched
a Mexican back to the reserve to hunt
up the rangers that might be in that
section and to notify them of the fire.
The fire was still burning last night.
Their Origin a Mystery.
No information later than the above
has been received here concerning the
three fires but It is feared that they
will do a great amount of damage owing to the dry condition of the brush
and timber. How they started is not
known but a rigid investigation will
be made to place the blame where it
properly belongs.

LOGAN SCENE OF
HORRIBLE TRAGEDY
Father While Half

Asleep Kills
Daughter and Then
Commits Suicide.

Logan, N. M., June 9. A horrible
tragedy took place here last week
which greatly shocked this community. Morena Marpenas an aged Mexican, shot his fifteen-year-ol- d
daughter
and then turned the gun upon himself
with fatal results. The tragedy happened late at night and so horror
stricken were the other members of
the family that they are' unable to give
a clear and concise account of it.
It seems that Marpenas was half
asleep when he committed the horrible deed. He got up from his bed, took
a shot gun outside with him saying
that be wanted to kill a skunk. Returning a few minutes later he placed the
muzzle of the gun against the head
of his sleeping daughter and deliberately pulled the trigger killing her instantly. Then he shot himself.

FAST TRAIN DITCHED
REPUBLICAN DELE- TWENTY ARE INJURED
GATES TO CHICAGO

To( ka, Kans., June 9. About 7,000
people have been driven from their
homos in North Topeka by tho flood
of tho Kaw river. No less of life is
reported but the property damage is
he.ivy. The crest of the lluo.1 reached
Topeka at 3 o'clock this morning when
the gauge read 27.3 feet. At 9:30
o'clock the regis! rat ion was 27 feet.
This is five feet Mow the disastrous
flood of 190.').
In North Topeka water Is running
over the town at an average depth of
three feet. Around GarfleH Park,
j
in the north end
water is from
four to five feet deep with considerable current.
The farmers in the Kaw valley have
suffered great loss as the water from
bluff to bluff at Rossville and Siler
Lme is two miles wide. Crops of
all kinds have been totally destroyed
and much livestock has been drowned.
Rivers Stationary at Kansas City.
Kansas City, June 9. The prospect
of an early abatement of flood conditions along the Kaw river in Kansas at Harlem, Missouri, across the
river from the Kansas line and at
points above here on the Missouri
side were favorable this morning. According to the local weather bureau
the highest stage of these streams at
this point will be reached tomorrow
At 8 o'clock this morning
morning.
the Missouri river was four feet above
Ike danger line or 24.4 feet above the
normal and the Kaw within two feet
or. leaving
its banks. Both rivers
continue to rise but unless more heavy
rains fall at the head waters of the
Kaw there is little danger that they
The Missouri
will go much higher.
rise extends only to Omaha and beyond the point the river is at a standstill.
St. Louis Prepares for Flood.
St. Louis, June 9. The stage of
the Mississippi river here measured
30.1 feet this morning at which mark
it has been practically stationary for
the past three days. The stage is
.1 of a foot beyond the danger line.
Owners of property lying along the
levee are making every preparation
to meet the flood conditions expected in three days when the flood waters now inundating portions of Topeka and Kansas City reach here.

PRISONERS MAKE
BREAK FQR LIBERTY
Two Texas Negroes Are Shot Down
When They Attempt to Escape
From Court Room.
Texas, June 9.
Longview,
a negro was shot to death
and his brother, Ike Flurry, was fatally wounded, when the two endeavored
to escape from the court house here
yesterday during their trial for at
tempting to kill several stockmen.
Last Saturday a yearling belonging
to the Flurrys followed a drove of
cattle to the stock pens. Flurry accused the stockmen of stealing the
yearling and one of the stockmen
knocked the negro down. Flurry secured a revolver and with his brother,
attempted to shoot the stockman. They
were captured and yesterday tried to
escape from the court room. They
were pursued and one was killed
while the other was captured after
being badly wounded.
Jack-Flurr-

WITHDRAWAL OF DEPOSITS
CLOSES THREE SMALL BANKS.

Wreck on Wabash Railroad in York Arrangements for the
Trip Completed
State Claims Emigrants From
Pittsburg, June 9. Tho banking inSpetfial Pullman to Leave Albuof Peter Rutsk, located at
stitutions
Europe as Victims.
12th.
June
querque
Uniontown, Brownsville and Connells-ville- ,
Pennsylvania, suspended busiBuffalo, N. Y., June 9. Train No.
Chairman H. O. Bursum, of the Re4 on the Wabash railroad from DeThe deposits of the
ness
today.
commit
territorial
central
publican
were
about $35,000. It
banks
4
mornthree
due
at
o'clock
here
this
troit,
tee, has made arrangements for the
ing, was derailed at Stevensville, at trip of the Republican delegates and is estimated that about 30,000 foreignone o'clock this morning.
Twenty alternates to the Chicago convention. ers have gone to Europe and to the
atsix
were
persons
injured,
being A special Pullman has been engag withdrawal of their deposits is
lobrought to this city and placed in
ed which will leave Albuquerque on tributed the suspension.
cal hospitals while the others con- train No. 8,
Friday evening, the 12th
tinued on their journey. The injured inst. The delegates and alternates and RESORT HOTEL BURNS
were all emigrants from Europe.
CAUSING $70,000 LOSS.
their guests will assemble at Albuquerque and leave for Chicago from
BELMONT RALLIES ONLY
that city.
Newport, R. I., June 9. Fire of unTO SUFFER RELAPSE.
It is understood that
Governor known origin destroyed the New
George Curry will accompany the par- Cliff House, one of the famous sum
New York, June 9. O. H. P. Bel- ty and there will be several other lead- mer hotels in this city early today,
mont, who is critically 111 at his coun- ing Republicans of New Mexico who causing a loss of $70,000. Manager
John E. Jordan with his wife and son,
try home at Hempstead, Long Island, will go.
was in extremely critical condition toaged 12 years, were obliged to jump
day. He had a slight gain last night
Legal blanks both English and from a second story window. The boy
but early today another severe sinking Spanish for sale by the New Mexi- sustained injuries from which he died
can Printing company,
spell came;
a few hours later,
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Referring to the territorial political
ATTORN EYSAT-LAsituation the Roswell Register-TribunMAX FROST
asserts that the Pecos Valley Demo
Attorney-at-Lacrats defeated Larrazolo, the Demo Santa Fe
New Mexico
cratic candidate for delegate to
3.73 the Sixtieth Congress on election
G. W. PRICHARD
in
1906.
day
November,
This
Attorney and Counselor at Law
,. ,. 2.00 paper,
which
has the largest
in all the District Courts
Practices
1.00 circulation
in
Southeastern New and gives special attention to cases
75 Mexico is well posted on politic before the Territorial Supreme court.
al conditions there and its views Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.
therefore are quite interesting and
timely, it makes the following com
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y-Trea-
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THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.

TUESDAY,

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest banking Institution in New Mexico, Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

President.

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Assistant Cashier
Capital Stock, $150,000.

Surplus and

undivided Profits, $63,500.

Attorney-at-La-

It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
New Mexico
"The papers over ou the other side Las Cruces
Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
every postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation are not all wisdom, however, for most
Loans
of them fail to realize mat in truth It
A. W. POLLARD
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and colwas the Pecos Valley which defeated
Attorney-at-LaMr. Larrazolo the last time,
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
District Attorney, Luna County.
and
New Mexico
which will likely do it again. If the Deming
UN
its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and foreign
and
normal Democratic vote of
exchange
EDWARD C. WA-- E
the valley had been cast two years
makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
Attorney-at-Laago, he would have been safely elect
world on as liberal terms as are given by sny money transmitting
off even this "manipulation of
TWELVE YEARS OF BRYAN'S
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
ed, according to the calculation of
CANDIDACY.
unwashed leaders. The truth of the trict Courts of the Territory, in the
agency, public or private. Interest. allowed on time deposits at the rate
In the meantime it is unfortunate matter was that the voters recognized Probate Courts anc before the U. S.
In discussng the political and pub-- .
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or
S.
Land
year's time. Liberal
lie career of William Jennings Bryan, that the Democratic party is In such Andrews as the most desirable man Surveyor General and U.
not
Offices.
- state. This republic 13 under party and those who did
Denstay
away
made
on
the
of
advances
twelve
livestock
and
the
years,
past
during
consignments
products. The bnk
New Mexico
from the polls rather than commit the Las Cruces,
ver Republican paints a graphic but government. For the benefit of the
In
all
of
executes
orders
its
the
banking
patrons
line, and alms to
truthful word picture of the tion the two great parties should be party treason of voting for a Repub
ABBOTT
C.
E.
for
exto
voted
Andrews
In
the
all respects, as is consistent
extend to them as liberal treatment
Nebraskan, who, no matter what else more evenly matched than they have lican,
tent that the vote shows. Accepting
Attorney-at-Lamav be said of him. is certainly a man oeen in recent years,
and
sound
of
with
the
banking. Safety deposit boxes
principles
safety
the Democratic version, which is nor
Practice In the District and Su
of remarkable characteristics.
careful
and
to
is
a
of
the
for
rent.
Courts.
The
the
do,
dangerous thing
public
Prompt
preme
patronage
respectfully solicited.
The manner In which he holds the THE ANDREWS' COLUMN GROW- - mally
Democrats of the party last time de attention given to all business.
Democratic party of this great country
ING STRONGER.
New Mexico
reated Mr. Larrazolo. there is no Santa Fe,
in the palm of his hand and compels
the opposition to the re- - doubt about it."
Despite
to
do
file
Its leaders and Its rank and
nomination by the
terriA. B. RENEHAN
The New Mexican believes that the
aa he demands is certainly unpre- torial convention of Republican W. H.
Delegate
Attorney-at-Laabove was about the situation and
cedented In the history of the United
Andrews, in Colfax and San Miguel
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
were ten Democrats
where
that
there
States.
counties by certain newspapers and
in the Pecos valley and eastern New trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
The editorial is headed, "The Bryan
by some citizens who call themselves Mexico
tells
who either voted against Lar specialty. Office in Catron block.
Obsession," and the Republican
the tide
Republicans,
New Mexico
or stayed away from the poles Santa Fe,
razolo
a well established fact when it says independent
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.
flows strongly in the direction of the
In the election two years ago there
that not in the history of either great recognition
of the claims of Delegate
CHARLES F. EASLEY
will be hundreds and hundreds at the
party, not even in the briefer record Andrews
and
for
renomination
of the Socialist party or the Populist
election who because of the
Surveyor General.)
(Late
coming
the Republican newspapers are joinAttorney-at-Laparty, 13 there a parallel to the Bryan ing the Andrews column right along. eminent services rendered by Dele
Land and Mining business a spec
The man
quest for the presidency.
are announcing themselves In gate Andrews to the people regardless
or favor, per ialty.
from Nebraska has gone after the of- Thay
of
fear
affiliation,
party
his favor and among the latest in that
Cuisine and Table
Unexcelled
New Mexico
fice with the deliberation of a head
sonal friendship or animosity will Santa Fe,
direction received here is the Pecos
vote for him because they want statehunter. He has discarded the ancient
in the thrivRooms
GEORGE B. BARBER.
and honorable rules that the nomina Valley News, published
Large
town of Artesia, In hood and believe that with Delegate
and
ing
growing
and Counsellor at Law
tion for this one office ought to seek
Andrews
this greatest de
Attorney
o
Practice in the District Court and
the man and that it be held aloof from Eddy county.
sire can and will be secured and be
Although it is believed that in the cause it has been proven that the Supreme
Courts of the Territory.
Fe, New Mexico.
the general scramble and placed
Avenue
coming
campaign owing to the splen- many accusations and charges, news- Prompt attention given to all busi
something higher than an aldermanlc
office. To him it has been a business did record made in the 59th and 60th paper libels and slanders that were ness.
New Mexico
and a paying business, although it is Congresses by Delegate W. H. An directed at the delegate during the Lincoln County,
,S
not to be understood that the mone drews and the weakness of the Derm last campaign and for some time since
FRANK W. CLANCY
tary gains are the principal incentive. cratic candidate, O. A. Larrazolo, the have been proven groundless and
!WWi)SiMP' ems?
The Bryan ego is responsible. It has voters of the county will do better false. '
Attorney-at-Lanom
blinded the man to his own relations by the Republican congressional
District Attorney For Second Judicto!
with the public. In ordinary walks, as inee and the Republican county ticket
ial
District. Practices in the District
"Albuquerque did not receive the
a jury pleader, as the successor to Mr. than heretofore and that O. A. Larra-zolo'Court and the Supreme Court of the
vote on November third next, ?50,000 she went after for her Irri
Booth, the man who is now demandTerritory; also before the United
but
civil
the
gation
Congress,
sundry
ft IT ! ft Noing the Democratic nomination would will not be as large as it was In
States Supreme Court in Washington.
bill
Cou
passed
by
appropriation
sithave been equally successful from the vember, 1906, when the political
New Mexico
gress last weeic camea witn it au Albuquerque,
financial standpoint; and it might be uation was not so well understood,
when Delegate Andrews had not yet appropriation of $30,000 which will
stated in perfect frankness that his
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
Al jr
mi
of be very gratefully received. The
In
to the general public
either accomplished the great amount
Attorney
Is
of
the
buquerque
meeting
Congress
of these roles would not be very differ- beneficial legislation now to his credit
Practice in the District Courts as
and when the charges and libels made going to be the greatest one in his- well as before the
ent from what it is now.
Supreme Court of
Carlsbad
tory."
Argus.
From 1896 until 1908 Mr. Bryan has against him by the Albuquerque morn-the
,
,"- .
Territory.
Yes, and one of the principal fac
been pursuing his candidacy year in ing muckraker, and the few DemoMexico
New
Las
Cruces
and year out. Never has he been out cratic papers had not been disproven tors in making it so is the securing
false of the appropriation of thirty thousand
of the limelight. At home a lecturer, and shown to be absolutely
MARK B. THOMPSON
dollars, owing mainly to the efforts,
untrue.
and
abroad a traveling correspondent for
Attorney-at-LaMACOMB & GABLE, Proprietors.
work
and strength in Con
a publication syndicate, he has held
The Pecos Valley News puts it- diplomatic
District
Attorney Eighth District,
vV. H. Andrews. The
of
Delegate
gress
himself to the front. No question of self on the Andrews firing line in a
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero counAmerican and Enropean Plan. Commodious 8ample Rooms. Steam
good and fair minded citizens of Almoment but has been talked about by strong editorial which reads;
ties.
Heated. Electric Wghted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
of
and
the
territory appre- Las
him in one or other of his capacities.
"We are not personally acquainted buquerque
New Mexico
Cruces,
The
knock
this.
ciate
muckrakers,
went
wcpariment upea Day ana Nitfht. Press the Button we do the rest.
to Chicago in with Delegate Andrews, never havWhen Mr. Bryan
HARVIE DUVAL
ers and backbiters dispute it simply
1896 he believed that he would secure
ing had the pleasure of meeting him,
Attorney-at-Lathe nomination. Consciously or uncon- but during the two years of our resi to take credit that Is justly due Dele
and Corporation Law ex- or
H. Andrews.
Land,
Mining
W.
gate
been
a
ever
he
has
fatalist
sciously
dence in the Territory we have
In all the District
Practice
clusively.
and as such he has everything prepar- watched his career with more than
Courts and Supreme Court. Special ated for the auspicious hour when he
ordinary interest. Living in a section New Mexico has been spared its tention to perfecting titles and organshould rise and whirl the convention
bitterly antagonistic to him and to usual spring floods. Whether this is a izing and financing land and mining
from his moorings. And from that hour
everything Republican in its nature, source of congratulation depends up
One oftli Wost Uo
0
Slort Drflep TtRstanrsrt. in thR
until this whatever he has done has we have been continually reminded of on the amount of damage inflicted by properties. Office, Laughlln Block.
f,itv
.
.
Mexico
New
Santa
Fe,
been with the one purpose In view, his short comings and of his supposed the prevailing drouth. Nature, even in
j
H.M. DOUGHERTY
C PEN FROM
namely, to advocate his candidacy; inability to fairly respresent our in- New Mexico, adheres to a law of com
5.30 in the morning to 1 a. m.
Attorney-at-Laand all the powers will not change him terests in the halls of Congress. When pensations that balances fairly well
in
and
Dis
the
Practices
from his path until November, 1908, we came to the
Supreme
Territory we found the good and evil of cllmatologlcal ex
perhaps not even then. Frankly there him prominent in public affairs and tremes. Thus the absence of Insect trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
Socorro,
Is something mediaeval about his
during the campaign which followed pests has been noted this year in or
mission. Argument fails, rid- we
CATRON AND GORTNER
supported him to the best of our chards due to the crop failure last
icule cannot swerve him; he is in a
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
ability and since the election we have year, while weeds are less luxuriant
Prices are Rpasonahlf
measure in the clouds although the watched his
Office: Catron Block
efforts in be- than last summer at this time because
unceasing
in
the
season
K. O. Meats always on hand
Evarthing
business agent part of him remains half of the
New Mexico
people whom he repre of the late frosts. Absence of snow in Santa Fe,
close to the earth, earthy.
Rooms in connection, 50c and cfc
L. O. FULLEN
sents. We have ever found him faith- the mountains and lack of late spring
up Hot Cold Water Baths,
No sooner was the election of 1896 ful and we
his opposers to show rains are favorable to the absence of
Attorney-at-Ladefy
Electricted
room good one,
lights
every
over than he was out and about look- where he has failed to do his whole flood damage but at the same time are District
Ninth
District.
Attorney
G.
LUPE
to
1900.
His
his
books,
HERRERA, Proprietor,
lectures,
ing
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
by us or one single instance indicative of drouth that in a less Office over First National Bank.
his weekly publication, all had one duty
where some one else could have filled spectacular manner does ten times Roswell,
New Mexico
famous aim in view. And no sooner
the position more successfully. Arte- the damage.
WILLIAM M'KEAN
was November, 1900, done with than sia has
not profited one dollar because
Attorney
to
1904.
Mr. Bryan was looking ahead
of his endeavors but there are other
Mining an 1 Land Law.
Judging by the utterances of the
Four years ago Mr. Bryan dominated communities that have been beneMew Mexico Military Institute.
New Mexico
the St. Louis convention and before fitted thousands of dollars as the re- Democratic press, including the Jourr Taos,
al Democrat at Albuquerque, the fac
Parknomination
of
the
permitting
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
sult of his efforts. Many individuals tional fight among the "Unterrlfled"
JOHN K. STAUFFER
er he made certain of the latter's de- men who risked their lives
"The West Point of the Southwest."
upon the in New Mexico Is growing more bitter
Notary Public
feat so that this year there might be
55
are more comfortable and as the tenth of June approaches. This
Army Cfficers Detailed by War Department
Office with the New Mexican Printa clear road for himself. And when battlefield,
efhis
II
because
through
today
Army
happy
to
is
who
not
the
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Company.
ing
Republicans
grief
Mr. Parker went under Mr. Bryan beforts they are enjoying needed relief have a feeling in the matter akin to Santa Fe
"A."
Mexico
New
to
ratification
for
the
JL
gan
prepare
at the hands of a generous govern the woman who sew her drunken hus
Through Academic course, preparing young
ROMAN L. BACA
meeting in Denver next month.
ment. There are many good men as band wrestling with a grizzly bear
men
for college or for business life. Great
It may be said that Grover Cleveto the delegateship who would and who shouted: "Fight you lubbers, Real Estate and Mines, Spanish Transamount
land has been three times the candi- piring
ofopen air work. Ilcalihiets location
lator, Notary Public.
fill the position with honor to them- I don't care who wins!"
of
date of his party. Yes, but Mr. CleveSchool in the Union. Located
In
Office
Griffin
any
Military
WashingBuilding,
selves and profit to the Territory, but
land stood at the other pole. He had
ton Avenue.
the
beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
in
outlived
his
not
has
Andrews
yet
led his party to victory the first time Mr.
There is no mistake about it this Santa Fe,
New Mexico
an elevation of 3,700
spot of the A'est- -at
usefulness in this capacity and we
since the war. In the Intervals he has
t1W
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
not only entitled to re- - time! The Republican national plat
is
he
think
&
HAYWARD
FLEMMING
been silent. His strength came from
definite
little rain or snow during session.
nomination but we are fully assured form will contain a strong,
Real Estate and Insurance
his antithesis to Bryan. He fulfilled
statehood
for
plank
declaring
separate
will
be elected."
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduif nominated he
B. Hayward, U. S. Commissioner.
that
J.
the requirements of the Democracy of
for New Mexico and Arizona. There is
ates from f'Star dard eastern colleges. Ten
New Mexico
Morlarty,
M4
days.
no
the prediction howevbui'dings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
OSTEOPATHY
No man, not even Mr. Debs or Mr.
The plan, to Improve San Francsico er, that with W. H. Andrews
and modern In all respects.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Weaver, ever made his candidacy for street Is in the line of progress but ed to Congress by a rousing majority,
adeREGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
treats
af- it should not be done until an
acute
and
Successfully
the presidency a
the realization of New Mexico's hopes
Q, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps Whitej
fair for so many years as has Mr. Bry- quate sewer Is laid along that thor- for statehood "will come much sooner chronic diseases without drugs or
an, who has adopted machine methods oughfare. Very filthy is the ground sat than under any other circumstances. medicines. No charge for consulta
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
to maintain his claims. He holds down urated with the sewerage of many
ailynFA
Hours:
m.,
p. m. 'Phone 156.
his party and prevents a rival from years from the business blocks along
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
Governor Hughes Is determined that
it
a
is
crime
street
and
Wherever
sheer
the
CONY
BROWN
T.
against the New York
rising by
persistency.
address.
legislature blot out race
there Is likelihood of danger to his as- the city to permit this contamination
Mining Engineer.
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track
and if it is not done
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Napoleon-likcontinue
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cendency he
and Treasurer New Mexi
Secretary
term
he'll
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present
during
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co School of Mines.
the Intruder and crushes lilm. He is der that annually death decimates the
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another
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for
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fight
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an
of
and
the
New Mexico
population of parts
upon the party
since it has been decided Socorro,
who refuses to be shaken off. Mr. that if not one, then another contag he is certain
DAVID
M. WHITE, C. E.
that he is not yet in the running for
Bryan disclaims against monopoly ious disease is epidemic. As long as the
If he eucreeds it nvft
Territorial Engineer.)
(Late
presidency.
are
disease
for
is
the
he
that
germs
greatest monoplist
yet
breeding places
a
Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad n
ever lived. After twelve years the tolerated in the very center of the be nothing short of cataclysm that
out
of
White
him
the
and
will
House.
Bridge Building.
keep
man who dares to challenge him In community so long all talk of sanita
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
his tarty Is put to death politically tion and quarantine is futile. To pave
In
constructwould-be
cotton
before
a
acres
E. W. HART
in Quay
traitor. San Francisco street
as a
With 7,000
usurper and
Architect
This year Mr. Bryan Is accepted as ing a sewer Is putting the cart before county and several thousand acres
NEW MEXICAN WANT AO.
the "hand of fate." Whatever enthus- - the horse for the street would have more In Roosevelt and .Eddy counties,
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do
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the
New
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to
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right
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New
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in everything
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NEW MEXICO REPORTS
VOLUME NUMBER 13

Every woman covets
a shapely figure, and
many of them deJust Issued From Press of New Mexthe loss of
plore
ican Printing Company Essential
after mar
their
forms
girlish
to Every Attorney.
1 he
or
riage.
bearing children
M LLJ JL Mis often destructive to the
11
Volume 13, of the reports of cases
argued and determined In the su- mother's shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of
preme court of New Mexico is now Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
ready for distribution among the mem- body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
bers of the bar. No law
less, and carries
library In New Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birt- h
Mexico Is complete without It and to
Thousands
critical
this
period.
her
gratefully tell of
safely through
the practicing attorney It Is absolutely
I M
the benefit and relief derived
inn
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S. from the use of this
remedy.
commissioners, court officials
all

Santa Fe Has to Bow to the Inevitable
Scores of Citizens Prove It.

After reading the public statement
of this representative citizen of Santa
Fe given below, you must come to this
conclusion: A. remedy which cured
in good health since, can be relied upon to perform the same work In other

and
others
who
are Interested
In
the Interpretation
of
the law,
especially the New Mexico law,
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It Is compiled by Judge A. J.
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and indexed. The typographical work and binding is by
the New Mexican Printing company
which is being complimented upon the
fact that it Is the best printed and
best bound volume of New Mexico Reports thus far Issued. The price per
volume, $2.70, is lower than that of
any previous1 volume. To this 30 cents
should be added for postage, If volume
is ordered by mall. The edition Is lim
ited and orders will be filled in the
sequence of their receipt

Sold bj drupglati it 11.00 per pottle. Our
little book, telling all about thll liniment,
will be tent free.
TBI BliDFIELD RIOOL4.TOB CO
AUaaU,
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HENRY KRICK
SODA WATER,

"l2TwJS M"

low-grad- e

Iriwii
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Fit

loaian and

Mean

Hares

ami

Gurios

Blankets, Baekete, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Beet of Everything In Our Line.
C

Sore Nipples.
Any mother who has had experience
with this distressing ailment will be
pleased to know that a cure may be
Chamberlain's
effected by applying
Salve as soon as the child is done
nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth
before allowing the babe to nurse
Many trained nurses use this salve
with best results. For sale by all

druggists.

0J0 CAUEfiTE
These celebrated Hot Springs are lo- sated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar
aneo 8tation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage rune to the springs.
The temperature of these waters, is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gaees are
oarbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire year
round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. Theee
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline ealts to the gallon, being the rich- -

JBEi

,

tyOT SPRIJ.GS.
est aikalin Hot Springs In the world.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the mirac
ulous cures attested to In the follow.
Ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatlem
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright' Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and. bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe train upon request. This
resort la attractive at all seasons and
Is open all winter. Passengers for OJo
Callente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach OJo Callente at 4 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Olo Callente, Taos County, ft M

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND TEAMING
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Copper Matte Smelting at Oro Grande.
(By 8. E. Bennett.)
The Southwest Smelting and Refining Company nt Oro Grande, New
Mexico, has been running successfully for the last seven months on ore
produced from their own mines, but
are now bidding for custom ore. A
short description of the plant will
give- some Idea of thoir ability to
treat custom ores. All ore is weighed
on a 100-totrack scale, and deliv(Homestead Entry No. 9744.)
ered to sampling
bins, then it is
Publication.
Notice For
crushed to
sizlngs. One-tentof
the
Interior,
Department
of this ore is delivered by belt to
U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
the sample room, carried to second
1908.
27th,
May
and sized to 1
crusher
Inch. After
Notice Is hereby given that Ignaclo
Consumption Made Comfortable.
of
amount
this
by tho first
cutting
Trujlllo, of Coyote, New Mexico, who,
Foley's Honey and Tar has cured Vezln sampler, the ore Is passed
Homestead
made
on August 6th, 1906,
many cases of Incipient consumption through 12 Inch rollR, which sizes it
Nl-Sl-Application No. 9744, for
and even in the advanced stages af- to
After cutting by the secSE1-- 4
section 5, township fords comfort and relief. Refuse any ond Vezln
and N
the ore is then
sampler,
22 N, Range 3 E., N. M. P. Meridian, but the
Foley's Tloney and crushed to
genuine
amount is
which
has filed notice of Intention to make Tar. For sala at The Ireland
to
mesh
by
ground
sample
final five-yea- r
proof, to establish claim
This is then pulverized by
grinder.
to the land above described, before
a Brauns pulverizer and divided as
Francisco Luna, Probate Clerk, at
Notice for Publication.
usual for the assay.
Tlerra Amarllla, N. M., on the 16th (Homestead Application No. 6445.)
Tho remainder of the ore is then
day of July, 1908.
Department of the Interior, IJ. S. Land returned to the storage bins which
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
have 2.600 tons capacity. The furnace
Martinez,
Nestor
Ignaclo Lobato,
May 27th, 1908.
Is of the F. M. Davis and company
Notice Is hereby given that Jesus manufacture, 38"xl76"
Juan Manuel Velaaquez and Bernardo
Maria Sanchez of Espanola, New Mex- furnace of 250 tons daily capacity.
Serrano, all of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ico, who, on July 5th, 1901, made The iluo dust is collected in a dust
Register. Homestead Application No. 6445, for chamber of an inverted cone shape,
SW
Section 26, Town 14 feet wide by 20 feet deep and 200
the SW
DeWltt's Kidney ana Bladder Pills ship 21 N, Range 2 E, N. M. P. Meri feet in length. This is connected to
are prompt and thorough and will In dian, has filed notice of Intention to a stack of 9 feet in diameter, 125 feet
the make final we year proof, to estab- high. This Is a
steel
a very short time strengthen
weakened kidneys. Sold by The Ire- lish claim to the land above described stack erected by the American Bridge
before the register or receiver at company, of New York. The dust colland Pharmacy.
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 24th day of lected in tho dust chamber is re1908.
noJuly,
claimed by the service of a conveyor
The seals and record hooks for
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
New
the
sale
.for
the entire length. Tho dust Is wet
taries public
by
Polidoro Olivas, of Cuba, N. M.; down and returned to the furnace.
IJexlcan Printing company at very
Seals for Incor- Librado Sanchez, of Espanola, N. M.;
reasonable rates.
The settlers In service at thHplunt
also handled. Esplrldlon Olivas, of Coyote, N. M.; are 12 feet in diameter and 18 inches
are
porated companies
N.
of Espanola,
Call at or address the Hew Mexican Francisco Montoya,
in depth. The slag is run into pots of
M.
New
Santa
Fe,
45 cubic feet capacity and handled by
Printing company.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
n
Mexico.
a
Jeffrey electric loconotlve.
Register. The
product of tho plant Is a 50 per
cent copper matte, running high in
When you need to take something gold and silver values, which is
take it promptly for the stomach, but shipped to the eastern refinery of the
The Famous
take something you know is reliable tj. s. Smelting and Refining company,
something like Kodol for Dyspepsia
The nowor slant consists of thive
and Indigestion. Kodol Is pleasant tojieine boilers of 150 horse power ca- Sole Agent for
take, It is reliable and is guaranteed nacity each, two No. 7 Connelsvllle
to give relief. It Is sold by The Ireland blowers driven by two Corless en
BEER
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS
Two 65 kilometer generators
Pharmacy.
glnes.
drive the rest of the machinery of the
U4 Ml Kinds el Mineral Waters.
It Is an admtttei fact that real es- plant and furnish the lights.
The Southwest Smelting and Refin
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are ing company owns four mines, which
Any Flavor yew Desire
obtained by advertising in the New furnish the copper and iron for the
Men FUM tor
smelter. The iron oxide runs, well In
Mexican.
wM Reielve
rfBp
gold, which fact makes it possible to
copDeWltt's Little Early Risers, the smelt at a profit, the
PtlOMtt.
famous little liver pills, are sold by per ore at the present prices.
Saafc N. I. .
Aieeee.
The formation of the ground In tho
The Ireland Pharmacy.
mines consists of replacement deposits in the lime at the contact with the
porphyry. Water is brought from the
Sacramento river, 25 miles distant, 15
miles by flume and 20 miles by pipeline to Oro Grande.
This plant is modern and complete,
and is able to handle ore most
527 San Francleco Street
n

7
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States.
Mrs. Bernarda Rivera de Escudero,
living at 106 Grlfflffln street, says: "As
a general tonic, and In all cases of
trouble arising from the kidneys, I
know no temedy more worthy of confidence than Doan's Kidney Pills. For
about a year I was bothered by a weak
ness ana a ami acning across iay
loins and kidneys. I also tired easily.
After using the contents of two boxes
of Doan'a Kidney Pills, procured at
the Ireland Pharmacy, the pains were
relieved, my back was strengthened
and my health better In every way. I
am Indeed, grateful to Doan's Kidney
Pills for the great benefit I jecelved
from them."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-MllburCo.,
Buffalo, New
cents.
United
the
for
sole
agents
York,
take no other.
Remember the name Doan's and
years ago, which has kept the kidneys
cases. Read this:

m

OIL BUBBLES FROM
BED OF RIVER
Las Vegas Agog Over Presence of
troleum in the Gallinas To Begin Investigations.

Pe-

Las Vegas, N. M;, June 9. Las Vegas is agog over the discovering of the
presence of oil in large quantities In
the Gallinas river and almost any hour
of the day five or six people can be
observed leaning over the railing of
the bridge between the two towns
watching the Tainbow colored scum on
'
the surface of the water.
The oil apparently bubbles up from
the bottom of the stream a few feet
north of the bridge and spreads out
fanlike over the surface of the river.
Rosy dreams of dozens of oil derricks
busily pumping away In the lowlands
of the valley fill the minds of business men who have viewed the phenomenon.
The oil has been the eubject ot
much discussion for the past two days.
The credit for the original discovery
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Sixteen Hundred Head of Yearlings
Change Hands at Very Good
Figure.
Roswell, N. M., June 9. An Importtook place last
week between Eddy county and Chaves county stock men. Halloway and
Tyson, of Chaves county bought 500
head from Hendricks and James, 500
head from J. J. Drapor, 300 head from
the King brothers, and 300 head from
the Bockham brothers. The cattle
which were nil yearlings brought an
average of fifteen dollars a head.
Rev. C. C. Hill, formerly pastor of
tho Christian church at Roswell,
preached at the Christian church here
last Sunday. Rev. Hill Is helping to
arango for the building of a church
for his denomination at this place.
Dr. L. E. Ervln of this place has
been elected secretary of tho Territorial Dental association.
C. M. Arcey, a wealthy sheep man
of this county has written the Kansas
City Daily Drovers Telegram, that his
lamb crop this year will be over eighty
per cent. He anticipates that there
will be no drop In prices of lambs
this fall on account of the fact that
in Colorado the dry weather has cut
down the range so badly that the lamb
crop will be small as is true In other
parts of the country. Mr. Acrey will
save about fifteen thousand
lambs
this season.
The mulberry tree has proved Itself
to be tho best desert growth of this
section of the country.
At the old
Ilagerman ranch east of the Pecos,'
n uci u uic jicn;ui. vnucia uaio uut
been able to irrigate for over a year,
while most other trees are dead, the
mulberry is green and bearing a large
yield of fruit. The Osage hedge Is
also thriving without water.

ant deal in cattle

If one feels dull and spiritless, in
the spring or early summer, they call
it "Spring Fever". But there is no fev
er. It la the after effect of our winter habits. The nerves are mostly at
nerves leave
fault. Tired, worn-ou- t
us languid, lifeless, and without spirit
A few doses of Dr.
or ambition.
Restorative will absolutely
Snoop's
and quickly change all of these depressing symptoms. The Restorative
of course won't bring ou bacyk to full
health in a day or two, but it will do
enough In 48 hours to satisfy you that
the remedy is reaching that "tired
spot." Druggists everywhere are ad
and
vising Its use as a splendid
prompt general tonic. It gives more
vim and more spirit to the spoonful
than any other, known nerve or constitutional tonic. It sharpens a falling
appetite, aids digestion, frees sluggish
livers and kidneys, and brings new
life, strength and ambition. Test it a
few days and be convinced. For sale
by all dealers.
Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Application No. 6293.)
Department of the Interior, U.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 27th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Rafael
Herrera y Ortega, of Hobart, N. M.,
who, on April 11th, 1901, made Home
stead ADDllcation No. 6293. for the
NE 4 SE 14. SE 14 NE 14. Sec. 34
NW 14, Section 35, Town
and W
ship 21 N, Range 2 E, N. M. P. merl
dian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before the register or receiver at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 24th day of
July, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Librado Sanchez and Jesus Maria
Sanchez of Senorito. N. M.: Librado
Herrera. of Hobart, N. M., and Fran
Cisco Montoya y Martinez of Senorito,
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STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Cf- f
for the distribution of
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to the
East and West ,and direct communication with all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut Off Is open. Sur
rounded by a fine farming country. The purest water In New Mexico. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
point on the great A. T. S. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard ts
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For Information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,. .
Willard, New Mexico.
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CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

us Line
120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

OUR PLAC
OTTO RETSCH, Proprietor
FALSTAFF

BOTTLED

ANY QUALITY

BEER.

FROM A PINT UP.

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA

For anything and everything appertaining
Printing Company.

call on the New Mexican

to

NJM

Printing or Binding

1--

1-- 2

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
No Need of Suffering

From Rheuma

tism.
It is a mistake to allow rheumatism
to become chronic, as the pain can al
ways be relieved, and in most cases
a cure effected by applying Chamber
lain's Pain Balm. The relief from pain
which

it affords

Is alone worth many

times Its cost. It makes sleep and rest
possible. Even in cases of long standing this liniment should be used on
account of the relief it affords. 25 and
50 cent sizes for sale by all druggists.
The New Mexican Printing company
has on band a targe supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell, them at five cents In book form.

YOU SHOULD KNOW THIS.
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT to notice
it while perched on the rail- - Foley's ICldney Remedy will cure
ING and ENLARGING. Mail orders Given Prompt ing early one morning.
any case of kidney or bladder trouble
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
that is not beyond the reach of mediHOWLAND 4 DEWEY COMPANY,
If you want anything on earth try cine. No medicine can do more, For
810 t, roadway, Las Angslsa, Calf!
sale at The Ireland Pharmacy.
a New Mexican "ad."
P.
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Slobccme1;etLASTlcBoni

The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that Is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
bookcase' made. Fitted with
g
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a varLty of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for cataiog 105 with Interior"
views showing. arranaraeot in library .parlor, etc
non-bindin- g,

New Mexican Printing Company.
Local agents, Santa Fe. N. M.

roller-bearin-

'

' "
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Hon. Amado Chavea of Albuquerque
Las Vegas for a few days on legal business.
C. V. Morton, resident of
Stanley,
was in town yesterday and registered
at the Coronado.
Manuel Sandoval, a farmer near
Glorieta, came to the city today and
had a room at the Normandie.
Mrs. Juanita Montoya de Gallegos,
and child, of Las Vegas, arrived In the
city today on a visit to relatives.
Mrs. Virginia N. da Pino of Galls-teo- ,
was in the city today to visit rel
atives. She was registered at the Normandie.
Judge E. V. Long of Las Vegas, has
gone to Clayton on legal business and
will visit Roswell before returning to
his home.
John W. Sullivan, manager of the
Hagan coal fields, with headquarters
at Hagan, has gone to Los Angeles

at home or
away, we cannot offer a
better clothes suggestion
than to wear one of our
VARIE1Y SllTS.
iot the
we
for
show
young
style
paddish men, though some
of the older men like them;
but the quie'er styles have
still a distinction and smartness not found in any other
make of clothes. Made for
us by
ft

They're clothes you can
be proud to wear: Fit right,
made right, perfectly tailored, all wool fabrics.

on

business.

ExGovernor L. Bradford Prince left
last evening for New York on a hurried trip to look after legal affairs and
real estate matters'.
Ross Griffith and John Lohman,
residents of Cerrillos, spent the
day in town on business affairs. They
were registered at the Normandie.
of
Oil Inspector James S. Duncan
Las Vegas has gone to Denver on a

IN

AND OLD

Ought to see the Clothes
we ar showing.

14

visit to his daughter, Miss Beulah
can, who Is a student at Wolf Hall.
Miss Mary Coors, daughter of Henry
C. Coors, a lumber dealer at Las Vegas, will reach home the latter part
of this week from attending school in
Dun-

N. SALMON.
"Style Store for Men."

the East.

.;.
cahy of Raton, territorial
trict attorney for the counties of
fax and Union was registered at the
Palace hotel today. Mr. Leahy came
to the city on legal business.
Eugene Hampel remittance clerk
in the First National Bank, left Ihis
morn.'ng on a vacation trip to LaJunta,
Der.vei and other Colorado points. He
.ill be gone several week'.
Edward B. Franklin, attorney at law
at Trinidad, and a former resident of
Raton, was a guest at the Claire yesterday. Mr. Franklin attended to legal business while in the city.
disCol-

?.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.!
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
diamonds

On notes,

Win,

FAIAli

at SALMON Store.

NATHAN SALMON.

C. T. Brown of Socorro, superinten-

dent of the Mine Development com- store in Santa
Ipany left Socorro this morning for a
The largest and the only
visit to the Magdalena mining district
to look after work on the company's
properties there.
Hon. Charles F. Easley, one of the
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding delegates from this county to the Ros
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
was among
well Democratic
those who left last night for Roswell
to be present at the convention,
of
which he is a delegate.
Division Superintendent S. E. LeonAND
ard, of the Western Union Telegraph
company, with headquarters in Denver, is in the territory on company
DAILY
business. He may visit Santa Fe before returning to Denver.
Mrs. M. C. Stevenson, of Washington, D. C, who has been in the northern part of Santa Fe county for about
ten days, examining ethnological conditions and Indian pueblos, has returned and is a guest at the Palace.
Phone 108.

Phone 108.

F.

up-to-d-

pow-wo-

I

STRAWBERRIES

CHERRIES

FRESH

Good to

Everything

Eat

fn Solitaire Canned Goods

Mrs. C. G. Duncan, wife of Doctor
Duncan', of Socorro, is making a
tour of inspection of the various chap
ters of the Eastern Star situated in
this territory. Yesterday she visited
C. G.

Solitaire Tea and Coffee

the Ransford Chapter

Have no Equal.

Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone

of

the order at

Las Vegas.
Mrs. F. M. Dearstyne, of 117 Wash
ington avenue, will leave the latter
part of the week for an extended eastern trip during which she will visit
Chicago, New York, Atlantic City and
other eastern points. She will be absent some weeks.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell left last eve
ning for Roswell at which place he
goes In the interest of the Sixteenth
National Irrigation Congress and International Industrial Exposition. He
will also be an interested spectator at
the Democratic convention on

No. 40.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
The Reverend J. W. Purcell left to
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
day for Las Vegas where he went to
attend a meeting of the Presbytery of
the Presbyterian church. Rev. Purcell
Is moderator of the Santa Fe Presby

THE
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FINISHING

TOUCH.
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your new spring outfit can be
ut upon it by JULIUS JHU
WALTER. Your garments are
ure to be of the very latest
;ut, style and material, and the
tit is perfect. When you want
to appear elegant and recherche
have you suit or overcoat made at
to

'

tery. He was accompanied by Rev.
IGalbino Rendon, pastor of the Spanish Presbyterian chufch of this city.
The following delegates from Bernalillo county to the Roswell Democratic convention, left Albuquerque
this,
.morning for Roswell: R. S. Parker,
lH. B. Ferguson, Summers Burkhart,
E. V. Chaves, E. F. Newlands, J. P.
McGuire, R. H. Crews, R. H. Lester,
A. B. McGaffey, Pitt Ross and Fred

Julius Puralter
Comer Washington & Palace Avea

Kahnt.

JiiV

TUESDAY,

1856.

JUNE

1908.

INCORPORATED 1903.

Co.

Wholesale & Retail.
Every
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BILIOUSNESS,
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LADIES

HATS
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SKIRTS

RUGS

HATS

SHOES

BILIOUS FEVERS

CLOTH
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DRESS

!NG

For

MENS
FURNISHING

old-tim- e

YOUNG

Hj'ii

Selkman Bros

is in

At business,
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ESTABLISHED

(PERSONALIS)

The Dignified Man
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in weight and
flexible a well
as durable, we
earnestly recom
mend the

Self-Conformi-

Ctf

ST LOUIS. M 9
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GOODS

hat light

NOTIONS

HOSIERY.

Stetson
Hat

&
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We have the Stetson Soft and Derby
Hats in all the latest styles.

Half a

For

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER

DRUG

P.O.

STORE.

leave the 'territory on the evening of
the 12th for Chicago to attend the Re
publican national convention.
Warren E. Gilbert of Los Angeles,
California, representing the Rocky
Mountain Bank Note company of Den
ver. spent the day in the city on fousi
ness and called at the office of the
New Mexican. Mr. Gilbert has just
traveled through Arizona, visited Phoenix and Prescott, but found business
rather dull. In New Mexico business
is not exactly as he would like it,
which condition business men ascribe
to the low price of wool at present.
The last time he visited the city was
fifteen years1 ago and he finds great
changes except in climate. He always
enjoys visits to the city and is doing so today. Mr. Gilbert will leave
this evening for Denver.
of
Coombs, brother-in-laClyde
Schools
County Superintendent of
John V. Conway is in the city on a
visit to Mr. Conwav and his wife, the
latter being his sister. Mr. Coombs
has just finished a four years' cruise
in the United States navy, having been
a member of the signal corps1 of the
battleships New York and Maine and
the cruiser Pennsylvania. He enlisted
in the navy in Seattle, Washington,
four years ago and participated in the
cruise of the ships named ra tne norm
and south Pacific ocean and in the
south and north Atlantic ocean. The
voyage around the north and south
made
was
American
continents
through the straights of Magellan. He
had a varied but pleasant experience
in the navy which he enjoyed very
much.

Dry Goods House

tne Leading

Century
Box 219.

-- o-

in tne City.

Phone No. 86

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Ball bearing lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,
Something New in Law n sprinklers, Garden Hose,
Hose Reels, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sprayers.

w

(Continued

Field and Garden Seed.
Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.

Alaska Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Scree-- Doors and Windows.
1

Hammocks, Croquet

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS
The P(ost Complete Line of tjardware in the City.
Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

Ph,T

On Page Eight.)

SINCERE

sts.

HDW.

WOOD-DAVI- S

CO.

Jr5K.

THANKS.

Catarrh, Asthma or Bronchitis, Read What Thankful People Say About Hyomei.

If You Have

Mrs. M. A. Drake, Utica, N. Y.,
writes: ,"I could not speak above a
whisper, I Inhaled Hyomei, and it
gave me Instant relief. Hyomei' will
cure Catarrh and Bronchitis if used
as directed."
Lodwlck Edwards, 1323 Madison
avenue, Columbus, O., writes: "I will
let you know what your Hyomei inhaler did for me. It cured me of my
Bronchitis all right. I feel very thankful to you for your valuable medicine."
Mrs. Bertha Weekly, Philadelphia,
Pa., writes: "'I want you to know I
used your Hyomei for Hay Fever with
good results, having suffered with it
for many years, and this Is the first
thing I ever found that ever gave me
any relief."
Hyomei will cure Catarrh, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Asthma, Coughs and
Colds, and The Ireland Pharmacy will
give your money back If it don't. It Is
a pleasant remedy and gives relief instantly. Just breathe it in through the
pocket inhaler that comes with every
$1.00 outfit. Extra bottles for subsequent treatment are only 50 cents.

Mayor H. O. Bursum, of Socorro,
who has spent the past eight weeks
at his sheep ranches in the Oscura
mountains in western Socorro county,
returned to his Socorro home yesterday. He is well satisfied with results
of the lambing and shearing of his
flocks although the price of wool is
Call at "The Racket" and see the
lower than he likes to see it. Mayor new Royal Typewriter. Racket prices
Bursum will be one of the party of prevail, $65.00. None better at any
delegates and alternates which will price. All latest Improvements.

CALL

!

Ap SEE

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and I eatberEhony
Goods.

S. SpitZ

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER
253: 1

T1(E MUTUAL

EUILDIJfG

&

of Santa Fe,

Typewriters.

INCORPORATED

LOAJY

ASSOCIATION

J. ).
1887

Become a member at any time. Continuous Series of Stock. An Ideal way to
save money or to build homes.
OHAS HASPBLMATH. President.
R. J. BRIGHTON Secretary,
J. P. VICTORY, Solicitor,
rujuiu in UDuauuu miww

TO
They say that it is hard to get a poor drug past us, that we are "too critical"
TD

Well we don't intend to change.
which we know to be right.

We

are working for a standard

ZOOK'S RHARMACY

Inc.

I

WW

TUESDAY,

JUNE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. BANTA FE. N.

1901.
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AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
BANK

10

TRUST COMPANY

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY STABLE

1

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES, HICKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

THE FISHING SEASON

luriuoj

For Fire Ba'fiair

for New

We have a number of modern dwelling- for sale. Call and see us. 0. C.
Watson and company.
The Santa Fe baseball club will
leave the latter part of the week for
Dawson to lock horns with the strong
Dawson team. A week from next Sunday the team will go to Estancia for
a game with the team representing
that town.
LOST. On Saturday afternoon last
between Cathedral Place and upper
Palace avenue, a solid gold fllgree pin
set with large garnet. Return to Mrs.
E. A. Fiske and receive reward.
A ball will be given in the opera
house Friday night, June 12, for the
benefit of the Salmon Grays baseball
team. The team lost about thirty dollars in bringing the Helen club to the
city last Sunday and the management
and members are hoping thusly to reimburse their finances which are depleted by this outlay.
A local lodge of the Royal Highlanders will be instituted in Santa Fe
June 1G at which time officers will be
elected and installed. This organization is a fraternal insurance proposition and is very strong in some loA strong castle will reprecalities.
sent Santa Fe, there being about 100
charter members. It is to be called
the San Miguel Castle.
Castula Silva of Casaus, Guadalupe
county, informs the New Mexican that
Jesus Roibal, son of Albino Roibal, a
farmer and stock raiser at Casaus,
died a few clays ago of diphtheria, and
that Federico Ortiz, a grandson of
Albino Roibal, five years of age, died
shortly thereafter. The remains of
both were interred in the parish cemetery at tho Casaus settlement.
Testimony in tho partition suit of

s in

Begins the

Hats and (jcrcral line
of AUllircry o to

Generally fair weath- - X
tonight and Wednesday X

with stationary temperature.

If you are thrifty, yo! have some of your money leftover.
The extra mcney is ths foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
to a few dimes or Dicl;els a
are going to be a great
many days in your li.'el and these dimes and nickels will
grow intoagood largo sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your vhole financial condit'on; Might mean
buying an interest ir. some growing business; Might give
you a chance to gras? your next opportunity.

THE UNITED STATES

forecast

I LADIES

Mexico:

rira bit
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YOU

HIT THE RIGHT, FEED

wheu you strike this establishment.
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

FLOUR

S

AND FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
once.

Suuthetixt Corner Pluza,

LADIES
OF GOOD DRESS

Mr. M. Lyons announces that he
has a line line of materials that
are particularly good for this
country and ho is making it up
into most beautiful shirt waist
skirts at $1."), in tho months
of June and July only. Linens
of most elegant fabrics and style
and which make up into moit
snappy summer suits, $30 and up.
And white summer serges which
are notable superb creations.
These are all iu admirable styles
in the leading cities of good
dress.
Room No. 15.
Laughlin Block.

LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
The Only Exclusive Grain House In Santa Fe, New Mexico.

f
II

'

for Main and Decorative
Wall Coating

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

BER6EPE, Manager for New Mexico.

Catron Block,

Santa Fa, N.

M.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
call on the New Meiican Printing Company.

TO OPEN THE SPRING SEASON
There will be a

OF EVERY LINE OF GOODS
during the month of April. Come and convince yourself, IVo trouble to shew goods.
ADOLF SELIGAfL

Cluce

Sale

see what can be done. I can assure
you we will give him all the assistance and encouragement possible in
are Sale i a'cs Agtnts fcr
working up these excursions from
short distance points but on such ocSanta Fe, and Cm Scvc 3 cu Money.
casions it would be impossible for us
to attempt to put. in a rata as you suggest from Denver, Colorado Springs,
etc. We have never had an excursion
i: ta that country that would become
remunerative from a point further
north than Alamosa. What we can do
in working up an excursion from Alamosa into Santa Fe, we will give our
best encouragement and endeavor to
THE PACKAGE. V
work it up in our own interest as well
as yours.
"Yours truly,
"S. K. HOOPER,
Sebastion-Martiin
Land Grant
the
"General Passenger and Ticket
Rio Arriba county was closed yesterFhone No, 83.
c7Vlaif Orders' Solicited
day before Referee E. H. Johnston.
The latter will prepare his report to
be submitted to Judge John R.
$100 Reward, $100.
McFie of the First judicial district
The readers of this paper will be
court for approval. Litigation in this pleased to learn that there is at least
case has been long drawn out as it one dread disease that science
has
commenced in 1902, but is now near- - been able to cure in ail its stages, and
ing settlement. The land grant is lo- that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
ft
cated on the Rio Grande north of the is the only positive cure now known to
i
San Juan Pueblo.
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
(Continued On Page Eight.)
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
RIO GRANDE WILL
surfaces of the system, thereby deRUN EXCURSIONS stroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient
strength by
This Road Willing to Do Its Part To- building up the constitution and aswards Bringing Crowds to Santa Fe sisting nature in doing its work. The
on Special Occasions.
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, president Hundred Dollars for any case that it
'
of the Santa Fe Board of Trade, who fails to cure. Send for list of testihas been in communication with the monials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
passenger department of the Denver
O.
and Rio Grande railroad to secure reSold by all Druggists, 75c.
duced rates from points along the line
Take Hall's Family Pills for
of this road to Santa Fe for the
Fourth' of July celebration, has' receiv"NATURE'S OWN REMEDIES."
ed the following very satisfactory letIf you want anything on earth try
ter in regard to the matter from S. K.
a
New Mexican want "ad."
assistant
Hooper,
general passenger
JESSSBESSSatl
,ffm,xiz':rm'tti'f
esugaa.Ai
agent at Denver:
Mr. Hooper's Letter.
"Denver, Colorado, June 1, 1908.
"Governor L. Bradford Prince,
"President Santa Fe Board of Trade
"Santa Fe, N. M.
"Dear Sir:
"Your letter of May 2Cth, addressed
to
Schlacks in regard
to the matter of excursions has been
handed to me for reply.
"I should have been very glad indeed to work up an excursion for Santa Fe on May 30th, Memorial Day, had
Just received a handsome
cl M)sh(d FurEiture in sets
your letter reached us In time or we
and single pieces; also Brass ard Ir on Bfxls of Latest Pattern.
JUST RECEIVED A
had the information In. time from any
You
of
other source.
understand,
EMBALMING AND
course, that under the Interstate Com
merce Commission act, the regulaFresh lot of fi'ew York
tions apply in territories1 the same 'as
UNDERTAKING
on interstate business and to make
any excursion, however hort, we must
have the information in time to file
306-Ssn Francisco St Thone 10
our rates under the Interstate ComNo 1
merce Commission rulings which reNight Call
In 10 pound Sacks or
quire that rates shall be filed with the
commission at Washington three days
in Bulk
prior to the date of operation of the
excursion, which practically means a
week from here.
DIAMONDS
'As regards running an excursion
for the Fourth of July, we are unable
Also have a fine line of
to make any special rates other than
Eyes Tested and
RIGHT PRICES
the one fare for the round trip for the
1L1QREE Fitted By Up-to- reason that we cannot furnish the
RIGHT GOOD
'
for
For many
equipment
operation.
Date Method'
RY"
-RIGHT SERVICE
years we have declined to run these
and
other
fancy
low rate excursions on that date; howCUT GLASS, CHINA - AND SIVERWARE.
ever as usual, we will make a rate of
San Francisco Street , Santa Fe, N. M.
one fare for the round trip from all
TABLE
points Into Santa Fe on the Fourth of
July and if your people can work up a
celebration to draw the attendance, we
would endeavor to run a special train
say from Alamosa on the regular one
fare rate but we would have to be assured of a sufficient party .to justify
the train. Otherwise, we could not af
ford to chance running short of equip
The most beautiful locat km'm the most beautiful
ment elsewhere on account of placing
warm, dry and
river (The Peccs) in New Mexi c.
it in the service.
of guests.
number
limited
delightful. Can accommodate s.
"As regards the excursions on account of baseball games we have, I
think, in the past run several very
successful of these excursions but the
Horse back riding and driving h (hunting, and camping. A
rates in this case like, all others, must
be made on the Interstate Commerce
big ranch in full operation.
regulations and we would have to have
suitable notice in order to file the
rates legally. I think whenever there
The
'PHONE 28.
is a baseball game in prospect, If you
MEXICO.
VALLEY RANC ;H,
will present the matter to our agent,
he will take it up with this office and

Wc

COLOR CARDS FREE.

IE

w

urrmure.

Oil

For the next 10 days I offer my entire Iff
stock of Ladies and Chi drcn's trimmed H
Hats at less than half price.

JULIUS H. GERDES.

Ifcffeie.

Everything in

THE IRELAND

PHARMACY

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

Austin, Carlsbad & The Crazy
Water from Mineral Wells Texas.

y.iiiicij

WAGNER

CHARLES

I

furniture, (to
lire

Eicon

A SPECIALTY.

t Four

'one

H Q

P3p!e Sorghum

y ONTZZH

t

MEXICAN F

JEWEi

SYRUPS

Primrose Butter

',346

The Valley

Ranch.

father

NONE BETTER.

f

Beauti-

ful, Sanitary, Durable.
Inexpensive Wall f inish.
iCr. T0ld Water and easily aooHedJw
anyone wiih flat wall brush.

Vice-Preside-

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. JHt

A

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.

r

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Colorado

com

ALAIUSTLNI

To-led-

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD

Jj AAUj' most

!ete stock of fine poles,
hoice flics excellent lines
oendable retls. and no- clty canvas and wicker
askcls ever shown In
anta Fc.l hey ere reaso;.-bl- c
too. Note 1he east
vindow and dicp in and
iee the Jin?, its fine.

n

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

ftiit.

IRE YOU READY FOR IT?

A.ISS. a! AUGl ER

TO THE

13

Out of

D

dots Life

FISHING SEASON 'OPENS MAY
Address

Vallc

k'anch.

NEW

15.

I

slow
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SANTA.

NEW MEXICAN. SANTA

ITK

Santa Fe Central

12 60
1 66

2
8
3
4
6
6
7

64
27
61
14
16
60

36

Mlle(No2

p 0 Lve... Santa Fe .Arr
..Kennedy.. . '
p 21
... Stanley
p 41
...Morla ty..
p 62
...Mcintosh.. H
p 61
p 68
, Estancla.. .
68
p
..Wllllard... "
80
p
p 116 Arr.. Torrance.... live

115
93
74
63

7,
9,
9
8

26 P
6 13 P
6

4 10

8
65 ll 3
47 2 2
47 2! 1
35 7i 1
0 11

27
02
38
38
03
15

P
P

P
P
P
P

a

Freight, pasenger and steamship
business.
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
RailAtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
ToAtchison,
with
At
Kennedy,
way.
TorAt
peka & Santa Fe Railway.
rance with SI Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

St.

Ui Mi MUPsi
a

PASSENGER

No. 81

Auto
Car
Dally
Ex. Sun.

No.

1

Dally

Palace.

MA80NIC.

1, A.

ill

Cer-rillo-

Tat-terso-

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
N. L.'KING,
Worthy Master.

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVEN-TION- ,
CHICAGO, ILL., JUNE
17, 1908.

For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets from Santa Fe,
N. M., to Chicago
and return for
Tickets on sale June 12, 13
$45.25.
and 14. Final return limit June 30th.

ALAN

1

M'CORD,

Secretary.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
Santi Fe Chapter No. 1
To Kansas City, SL Louis, Chicago
R. A. M. Regular conand other eastern points and return,
vocation
second Monday
June 1st to September 30th, 1908. To
of
each
month at MaKansas City and return $41.55; to St.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Louis and return $44.35; to Chicago
S. SPTT7 TT P '
and return $50.35. On sale dally June ARTHUR
ISELIGMAN,
Secretary.
1st to September 30th inclusive. Final
return limit October 31st
Santa Fe Commandary
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
No. 1, K. T. Regular
and
To Denver, Colorado Springs
conclave second SaturPueblo, Colorado.
in enr.h mnnth
at
day
To Denver and return $21.10.
Masonic HtJi at 7:30 p. m.
To Colorado Springs and return
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
$18.15.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
To Pueblo and return $16.35.

..M

On sale daily June 1st to Septem- ber 30th. Final return limit October , 4tT";:"
?
31st. Stop overs at and north of
'

Pueblo in both directions.

C

"l rwrecuon no. i,
lent
nd AccPted
meets
Fre
thJ,lS,a ,n daI of each month
Je .evening in
ruA5C

"

M?ry

Seaside excursions to Los Angeles,
San Diego, San Francisco, Cal., also
f PIaza"
.n'
"Health Coffee" is really the closest other points on the coast,
pf,Side
asons
To Los Angeles or San Diego and!
Coffee Imitation ever yet produced.
S,f"'f attend.
dlally
h,
im
This clever coffee substitute was reCHAB. A. WHEELON, 32,
To San Francisco, Calif., and return
cently produced by Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Venerable Master.
Wis. Not a grain of real coffee in It $50.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
on
each
Tickets
sale
Tuesday,
either. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee is
Secretary
made from pure toasted grains, with Thursday and Saturdays until Septemmalt, nuts, etc. Really it would fool ber inclusive. Final return limit NoI, O. O. F.
Liberal stop
an expert who might drink it for vember 30th, 1908.
coffee. No 20 or 30 minutes tedious overs for side rides to Grand Canyon
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
boiling. "Made in a minute," says the Petrified forests, also at pleasure at meets every
in
Thursday
evening
Co. and west of Barstow, California.
doctor. Sold by Cartwrlght-DaviOdd Fellows' Hall on Sa. Francisco
THE ANNUAL MEETING GRAND
street. Visiting brothers are invited
LODGE BENEVOLENT AND PRO-

Cl

J.0,,

l

I

i

SCHEDULE

s

ALLEGED MURDERER
PLEADS NOT GUILTY

In Effect September 1, 1907.
tiouday
Wed.
t rid ay.

SOCIETIES

S. A. Cushby, Denver; Mrs. M. C.
Stevenson, Washington, D. C; Dr. J.
Harron, East Las Vegas; L. C. Leon-

ard, Chicago; Mrs. Lample, Wagon
Mound; J. Leahy, Raton; W. E. Gilbert, Denver; J. Fuerst, New York; II.
C. Haynes, Denver; O. F. Slsco, St.
Paul,
Minnesota; L. C. May, New
York; Edward Myers, Denver,
Claire.
Edward B. Franklin, Trinidad; J.
W. Moore, Denver; A. II. Trelon,
C. Stott, Argentine, Kansas;
P. T.
Carl E. Freeman, Albuquerque;
Morey and wife, Betton, Texas; S. R.
Northwood, Wagon Mound; W. J.Keller, Las Vegas.
Normandie.
W. A. Roberts, T. J. Verijohn,
Youngs-town- ,
G. W. McCullough,
H.
J.
Ohio;
Kinsey, Durango,
Colorado; Mrs. Virginia N. de Pino,
Gallsteo; C. W. Roberts, Okmulgee,
Oklahoma; Manuel Sandoval, Glorleta;
Henry Huntington, Flerro; Ross Grlf-flts- ,
Cerrlllos; John Lohman, Cerril-los- ;
F. C. Murray, Golden; W. K. Irwin, Red City.
Coronado.
C. V. Mertan, Stanley; W. M.
New Orleans, Louisiana; J. B.
Michaels.

Effective Thursday, April 30j19?8:.
North Bound
South Bound
0118

FPATEBNAL

9, 1904

J.

S,
Statl

JUNE

TUESDAY,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Flail-wa- y

Company

Noi.Fi

I'll U. H

No.

Mile

STATIONS

from
Katou

Auto
Car
Dally
Ex. Sua.

i

Dally

No3C

Mouday
Wednesday

Friday

Carlos Lucero, Charged With Killing
Jesus Barros, to Stand Trial
Marquez to Do Likewise.

TECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS'
DALLAS, TEXAS, JULY
12 to 18TH.
From Santa Fe to Dallas and return
open rate to everybody, $31, on sale
July 9 to 12th inclusive. Final return
limit August 8.
RATES TO ST. PAUL.
Ancient Arabic Order Nobles of Mystic Shrine Meet In St. Paul,
July 13, 1908.
From Santa Fe to St. Paul and re- turn $52.95. On sale dally June 1st
n ai I.
n t
n l i
ii 14
iu oepiumuer
cuiu, uuai reiuru jiuih
October 31st, 1908.
G. H. DONART,
Agent.

and welcome.

LEO HERSCH,
N. G.
L. BACA,

a

V. G.
DAVID L. MILLER,

Secretary.

Carlos
Las Vegas, N. M., June
B. P. O. E.
Lucero pleaded not guilty to the mur7
o
a
der of Jesus Maria Barros, of Chaper-it. B PKHSTON
13
1 M
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4C0, B. P. O. E.
m
KOKHLEK, JUNCTION.
20
5
ra
m
when arraigned before Judge Wil
8 40
00,.
holds lt3 regular session on the sec
KOKBLKB
23
5 10 p. ra
m liam J. Mills
1
Ar..'.T
yesterday morning at the
5 50 p. m
b'w a. m
m
VKRMKJO..
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
IS:
33
Lv...f '
5 55 p. m
retained
m opening of court and has
9 10 a. m
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
..CBREOSOSO.
41
6
15
m
m
53
i'.i.
m
a.
p.
9
The
I
Ar
6 30 p. m
5 55 p. m
m Louis C. Ilfeld as his attorney.
...CIMARKON...
and welcome.
10.30 a. m
47
...Ar.
I
U
115 10 p m
in case will bo continued until the next
a. m 7 00 a. m.
...1.1.
T. P. GABLE,
...DTK PARS. .
Ar
60
p. m 17 45 a. m.
11
term of court.
Exalted Ruler.
In the first deHe was indicted
No. 20
J. D. SENA,
Milei '
No. 21
Tuesday
of
Barros, the
9TAT10H8
gree for the murder
from
TneadaT
Thuriday
Secretary.
Badly Sprained Ankle Cured.
Dei
charge being that on June 2, he deThuriday
Saturday
Molnei
our
Three
Saturday
years ago
daughter
liberately premeditatedly and with
10 00 a. m.
Notice for Publication.
. ..Arrive
...DBS MOINES. N. M.
0
Leave.
11 00 a. m.
malice assaulted Jose Maria Baaros sprained her ankle and had been suf- 925 a. m.
.
VEGAS
APULIN
C
.
.
.
11
(Homestead
Entry No. 7481.)
m.
845
U 40a. m.
a.
two
and
days
wlth an ax, Inflicting on hia head two fering terribly for
VIGIL
22
"2 25 p. m.
830 a. m.
of the Interior,
Department
THOMPSON
Mr.
not
minute.
had
a
25
which
wounds
Barros
mortal
of
died,
12 40 p. m.
slept
nights
8 05 a. m.
.
"'.CCNN1NGHAM. ......
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
31
1 15
7 30 a. m
1 Leave
p. m.
An indictment similar in wording Stalllngs, of Butler, Tenn., told us of
Arrive iV.. . .CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
42
7 20 a. in.
50 p. m.
1 Arrive
May 2, 1908.
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
42
2 U0 n. m
7 00 a. m.
has been returned against Eulogio Chamberlain's Pain Balm. We went to
Leaver
RATON. N. M
Notice
is
that Dama-ci49
hereby
ArHve .
given
2 20 p. ra.
Marquez, but he will be arraigned lat- - the store that night and got a bottle of
of
Santa
Fe, N. M., has
Montoya,
er. It is understood that he will like-- It and bathed her ankle two or three filed
124 arriviuB lu Dawetm. N. M.. at 6:10 Pm.
his
of
to make
notice
intention
f Coiiueot. with El I'aio 4 Southwestern Ry. train
Dawtou. N. M. at lU.t
wise plead not guilty and will retain, times and she went to sleep and had final five-yea-r
t Connect, with El Pao & Southwestern Ry. train 125, leavingin
of his
M.
N.
proof
support
N
at
Pveiton,
Van
tralni
S
M.,meet
fiouten,
a good night's rest. The next morning
Ntaje for
.
Attorney Ilfeld.
Ellzabethtown.
ft Couceotiwith
Taoiaud
No.
to
viz.:
from
and
Homestead
claim,
Entry
Stage
The jury yesterday morning return- - she '"as much better and in a short
with (.', A b. Ry. at D. Molne,, and K. V A t, W
8, 1903, for the SW
made
7481,
Trade jonnection with A. T. & S. F Ry., at Raton and Preston,
April
ed a verdict of guilty in the cast of time could walk around and had no 4 NK
NW 4 SE
and Lots
"
M1s
Lakpa,
Coat, Po
N.
the
I.
M,
for
Territory vs. Mateo Padilla, which trouble with her ankle E. M. Brum-wa- s 5 and 6 of Section 2, Township 16 N,
N.M
foliowing
depot
Elliabetbjj.
.utjon.
Cerro,
Lakes,
macB
Aurora,
Malay,
in N. M.: Arroyo
tried Saturday. Padilla was charg-- . mitt, Hampton, Tenn. 2r and 60 cent
Ute Park, N. M Is depot for following
and ValdM.
Range 9 E, and that said proof will
ed
own Lobo, Questa, Ranches de Tao. Red River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining
with
stealing a large amount of I sizes for sale by all druggists.
w
A. GORMAN,
be made before the register and reJ. VAN HOUTEN,
property from the residence of R. B.
j DSEupSndent
Hon. Passenger Agt,
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on June
Vice Pre,, anc IGen Mgr
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
RATON, N. M Marshall on December 10th and JanM.
1908.
JJ.
11,
RAIOW,
RATON, N. M.
uary 21st. The maximum sentence for
Connection made with Automobile
He
names the following witnesses
the crime is five years In the peni- - Line at Torrance for Iioswell daily, to
"
prove his continuous residence upAutomobile leaves Torrance for Ro on, and cultivation of the land, viz.:
tentlary.
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Jesus Ortega, Charles Harris, Joe
Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H., at 12, n00n. Automobile leaves
and Manuel Rodriguez, all
Rodriguez,
"About a year ago I bought weu for Torrance at 1 p. in., and
N. M.
of
Santa
Fe,
bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme-riVo- s
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ej
dy. It cured me of a severe case of between Santa Fe and Torrance Is
Register.
and between Torrance and Ros- kidney trouble of several years stand-.$5.8- 0
Ing. It certainly Is a grand, good well, $10.00. Reserve seats on automoThe New Mexican Printing company
medicine, and I heartily recommend bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, managthe
of
scenes
a large city,
The gay
has ready arfd for sale
and
It"
Line.
Automobile
er
glitter and sparkle of the theatre,
correct compilations of the territorial
the crowds at the fashionable resIncorporation laws, price 75 cents; ot
11:10 A. At.
NO HUMBUG.
taurants, Vanity Fair's daily exhib- LOCATION OF
territorial road laws, price 50
the
No humbug claims have to be made
it on the boulevards, the cool lake
and of the territorial mining
cents;
well
the
PAPER
CHANGED
for Foley's Honey and Tar,
Be in El
with Its possibilities for recreation
laws,
price 10 cents per copy. These
known remedy for coughs, colds and
are as alluring in fact as in concan
bo
purchased by applying In per
more
News Will Hereafter
lung troubles. The fact that
templation. This is true of Chicago, Captlan at Carrlzozo, Lincoln Appear bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar are son or by mail at the office of the com
particularly this June, because then
used than of any other cough remedy pany.
County.
the
la the best testimonial of its great
Subscribe tor the Daily New Mexi
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joujney via
Carrizozo, N. M., June 9. John A. merit. Why then risk taking some can
and get thp news.
when
Foley's
Haley, proprietor of the Capitan News unknown preparation
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. The Golden State
has moved his printing office and Honey and Tar costs you no more and
Limited has now resumed Mid winter Service so
I
newspaper to Carrlzozo and has chang- is safe and sure. For sale at The Ire-aned the name of the paper from the
Pnarmacy
take advantage of this splendid train the first time
News to the Carrlzozo News.
j Capitan
will be held- The paper will continue &3 heretofore
you have occassion to go EI Paso.
The New Mexican caa 80 printing
Tickets on sale June 12 to 14 Inclusive, and on to be Democratic in politics.
to that done in any of the large
equal
17
V. K- - STILES,
June tor trains reaching Chicago that
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
date. Final limit June 30, the last day
on which you may leave Chicago.
General Passenger Agent.
Laxative Cough Syrup Is work we turn out Try our stock once
Stop-over- s
at and west of Missouri river oneKennedy's
that children like so well to take and you will certainly come again. We
El Paso. Texas,
points within going transit limit ana
nnal return umit.
as It tastes nearly as good as maple have all the facilities for turning out
sugar. It acts gently yet freely on the every class of work, Inoluding one of
bowels and therebv it drives the cold ithe best binderies in the West,
"The Lakes and East" out of the system. It is sold by The
Mrs. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, W. Va.,
Ireland Pharmacy.
and
writes: "I was a sufferer from kidney
so that at times I could not
Republican Folder.
The New Mexican can do printing disease,
out of bed, and when I did I could
get
equal to that done in any of the large not stand
straight. I took Foley's
All the Way
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
Book-casOne dollar bottle
Perfect Fitting "Elatlc
Kidney
Remedy.
G. H. DONART,
work we turn out. Try our stock once
of the second cured me enand
part
are the only ones which successfully
come
Agent. and you will certainly
again. We
Foley's
Kidney Remedy
8anta Fe, New Mexico.
adapt themselves to the conditions of
have all the facilities for turning out tirely."
wonders where others are a
works
the modern home.
every class of work, Including one of total failure. For sale at The Ireland
There may be certain limitations as to room,
Herewith are some bargains offered the best binderies in the West.
Pharmacy,
but whatever space is available can be utilized
by the New Mexican Printing ComStomach Troubles.
and beautified by an artistio arrangement of these cases, the only
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
cures of stomach
remarkable
inch
and
34
book-casMany
e
2S't
in
made
two
lengths,
kind of sectional
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep troubles have been effected
by Chamand
Ideal.
Standard
in
distinct
and
Colonial,
three
types
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
lengths,
Liver
Stomach
and
Tablets.
berlain's
Our catalogue illustrates In colors eight different finishes of quar
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code One man who had spent over two
tered oak and mahogany.
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- thousand dollars for medicine and
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
TO
treatment was cured by a few boxes
We will call and measure any space
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
of these tables. Price 25 cents. Samof Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
in your house and give you the exact
The
Camp
Mining
English and Spanish pamphlets $2.25;
free at all drug stores
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
cost in any finish you may select.
full leather, $3;
Flexible ples
Sheriff's
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
The New Mexican Printing company
New Mexican Printing Com
two or more books, $1 each; New
is
prepared to furnish cards de vlste
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
pny, Local Agents, Santa,
tor
ladles and for gentlemen on short
N.
M.
3
Fe,
and 10 inclusive $3.30 each; CompilThrough the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
notice in first class style at reasonation Corporation Laws, 75c; CompilaJuan
or
able prices, either engraved
printcountry of Colorado.
tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Diinformation as to rates, train service, descriptive
For
Call at the New Mexican Printing
ed.
gest of New Mexico Reports, full
company.
etc., call on or address
literature,
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
F. H. MtlRIDE, Agent
I. K. HOOPER, Q. P. 4 T. A.
Denver, Cele.
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexifanta Ft, N. M.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
can and get the lews.
7
7

00

a.
a.
a.
a.

00 p. m,
4 23 p. m
4 43 p. m

m
m
m
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..Arrlvei

N. M.
...CLIFTON HODSB
RATON,

Leaves...
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a.
a.
)1 00 a.
11 10 a.
10 25 a
io in a.
9 5 a.
9 35a

12 15
11 57
11 40

m.
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
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6 3?i
6 05
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p.
5 4' p.
6 20p.
5 10 p.
4 05 p.
4 05 p.
3 45 p.
3 15 p.
2 40 p.
I 40 p.
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Going

to

1

Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

Chicago
and Return

Ros-write- s:

ar-tw- o

$45.25

at
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

At Torrance

Republican
National
Convention

d

es

DIRECT ROUTE

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

mmmm

61)

TUESDAY,

JUNE

9,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.

1903.

To

g

Belen it 31 mile south of Albuquerque, N. M.,
junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe SjHtem

tt

lead-

ing East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
and points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
and Old Mexico.
1,000 business and reeidenct lots, also 21x141 feet laid

out with broad 80 and

70-fo- ot

streets, with alleys 20 feet

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churchthe

es; large mercantile establishments;

Belen

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fc R'y
Located on Bclen Cut-of- f

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

the

Patent

Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily ; large winery ; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
several restaurants, etc Belen is the largest shipping point
for wood, flour, wheat, wine, bans and bay in Central New

Its importance as a great commercial railroad city
is the near future cannot be utimttei.

ALL FAST

.

LIMITED

OVER

AND

TEE MAIN LINE TIIROUGII TO

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lot offered are in the center of the city, wll graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no nni or pav-e- l
We need a

Irit-cla-

bakery, tailor shop, iho

s

,

houM.jrw-elfr-

nd wood

plumbing shop, planing mill, coa)
drug store, harness shop etc. etc. ; alw i

jtI,

wodm

flrit-rlaa- n

kotl.
Our prices of loti art low and

Urai

os

tiy paymfnts;;
parctm? monty,

d
tit)f perfect; warranty deeds.
pf.h.
any remain on not, with mortgage u
curity , for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereoi
One-thir-

Two-thir-

di

Apply at once for mtp and print

JOUX BECKER, President.
WM. M. BERGER,

MAIL

EXPRESS,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELEN TOWNSITE

Mexico.

8V6I

PAGE

ehcici

tk

Secretary.

if

se-

to

yo

lota.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
LET EVERY ONE
BOOST CELEBRATION

BASE BALL SCORES.

WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN

STANDING OF THE TEAMS.

Generally Urged to Get ToNational League.
1C
26
gether and Make Coming Fourth
Chicago
a Memorable Occasion.
24
Cincinnati
17

For the Week Ending Monday, June
1908.

Citiezns

chairman of the executive committee of the merchants
and citizens having in charge the arrangements for the Fourth of July celebration, is busily engaged in making
arrangements for the same. In the
following letter he urges the hearty
of every citizen of Santa
Fe in making it one of the biggest and
grandest events in the history of the
Capital City. The letter, which is self
explanatory, follows:
"Santa Fe, N. M., June 8, 1908.
"To All the Citizens of Santa Fe:
"It has been decided to celebrate
the Fourth of July in this city, and for
this purpose a program is now being
prepared, which includes addresses,
fire works, baseball games, balloon ascension and dances on the evening of
July 4th.
"We are arranging for excursion
trains over all the lines entering the
city to arrive in the city of Santa Fe
on July 4th- - at 11 o'clock in the morning, thes trains to remain over and
leave on the evening of July 5th, giving the visitors a day and a half in
Santa Fe. It' is expected that at a
rough estimate the railroads will bring
in from six to eight hundred people,
and the writer, representing the executive committee of the merchants
and citizens who are preparing this
4th of July celebration, earnestly asks
as a committee
your kind
of one in assisting to make this Fourth
of July celebration a great success. It
is to the Interests of Santa Fe to get
and keep in touch with the people in
the towns and the country tributary
to this city. This appeal is made in
order that you may personally interest
yourself in this matter.
"A finance committee of two has
been appointed, viz: Mr. W. H. Kennedy and Mr. William Gregg, to collect your subscriptions and I hope that
you will respond as generously as you
may be able.
"We have the most Beautiful city in
the world, with a climate not surpassed by any and with people who are energetic and thrifty, and it, only requires the united effort of all to make
the advancement rapid of the city of
Santa Fe and we should demonstrate
to outsiders that we are progressive
and up to date.
S. B. Grimshaw,

'

"S. B. GRIMSHAW,

Pittsburg
New York
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St. Louis
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American League.
Chicago
Cleveland
St. Louis

Philadelphia
New York
Detroit
Boston
Washington
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Western League.
Omaha
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Sioux City
Des Moines
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National League,
At New York
St. Louis
New York
Batteries Raymond and
McGinnity and Bresnahan.
At Boston
Chicago-

-

Boston
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Batteries
Coakley and McLean;
Pastorius and Bergen.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphi- a0 4 2
Philadelphia
5 9 2
Pittsburg
Batteries
Moren, Corrigan and
Dooin; Willis and Gibson.
American League.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
1 11 1
Cleveland
6 10 2
New York
Thielman Creech and
Batteries
Bemis Orth, Kleincw and Blair.
At Chicago
R.H.E.
2 4 0
Chicago
1 6 3
Washington
Batteries Walsh, White and Wea
ver; Burns, Street and Warner.
At St. Louis
R.H.E.
10 15 0
St. Louis
0

8

2

Philadelphia
"Chairman of the executive comBatteries Waddell and Spencer;
of
Santa
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mittee
July 4th, 1908, City
and
Krauser
Vickers,
Carters,
Fe."
Schreck.
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To stop any pain anywhere in 20
minutes, simply take Just one of Dr.
Pain
Tablets.
Snoop's Pink Pain
means congestion blood pressure
that is all. Dr. Shoop's Headache or
Pink Pain Tablets will quickly coax
blood pressure away from pain cent
ers. After that, pain is gone. Headache, Neuralgia, painful periods with
women, etc., get Instant help. 20 tablets, 25 cents. Sold by all dealers.

'

;

.

Western League. '
R. H. E.
At Omaha
Omaha
....6 9 1
5 10 1
Lincoln
Batteries:
Sanders
Hollenbenck,
and Gonding; Johnson and Sullivan.

Santa Fe, New
June 9, 1908.
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The week was characterized by abnormally cool, dry weather and strong
westerly winds.
There was no rain except on the
morning of the 7th, when a few light
sprinkles of a few minutes duration
occurred in widely scattered localities of several of the northern counties. General showers are now needed. In all portions of the Territory
the hours of sunshine for the week exceeded 90 per cent of the greatest
number possible, and at most points
this percentage approximated 100.
Strong westerly winds were general
during the afternoon of almost every
day of the week.
The temperature was abnormally
low; in spite of the fact that the
sunshine was bright the day temperatures were generally lower than is
customary during the first week of
June, and the cloudless weather after
sunset was especially favorable for
low night temperatures. Frosts occurred in localities of the northwestern counties and caused some damage.
Notes of Correspondents.
Dona Ana Co. Rincon, C. H. Raitt:
The highest temperature during the
week was 90 degrees on the 2d; the
lowest was 45 on the 2d and 5th; high
winds occurred daily; rain is very
much needed.
Eddy Co. Carlsbad, W. H. Frank- land: We are still having high winds
and the weather continues dry; the
sunshine averaged 100 per cent; the
highest temperature was 97 degrees
on the 3d and tho lowest was 51
on the 3d. Monument, J. M. Cook:
Moderate
temperatures
prevailed
thruout the week; the sunshine approximated 100 per cent.
Grant Co. Lordsburg, J. H.
The weather has been clear and
the temperatures uniform and moderate.
Guadalupe Co. Santa Rosa, J. L.
Clear weather has preChapman:'
the maximum
temperature
vailed;
was 94 degrees on the 3d; the minimum was 48 on the 2d and 3d.
F. A. Manzanares: There was
no rain during the week and it is
now greatly needed; there was 100
per cent of sunshine; the maximum
temperature was 96 degrees on the
3d; the minimum was 47 on the 1st;
the wind direction varied from southeast to west, thru south.
Lincoln Co. Fort Stanton, J. E.
The weather has been
Bergman:
clear and the temperature moderate;
there was a great deal of wind during
the week.
Luna Co. Cambray, F. S. Case:
Moderately warm, clear weather has
Gage, E. J. Tilley: High
prevailed
winds prevailed during the first part
of the week; there was 100 per cent
of sunshine; the maximum temperature was 88 degrees on the 2d; the
minimum was 45 on the 5th.
McKlnley Co. Blackrock, Wm. J.
The week was very windy
Oliver:
there was
and unseasonably cold;
frost on the nights of the 3d and 4th;
on the night of the 3d considerable
ice formed on still water; there was
no rain; this weather is proving very
Post
detrimental. Fort
Wingate,
clear
been
has
weather
The
Surgeon:
and cool; there was 100 per cent of
sunshine; the maximum temperature
wa? 72 degrees on theJ2d and the minimum was 30 on the 4th Manuelito,
W. A. L. Tarr: The week was cold
and windy; frosts on the nights of
the 3d and 4th caused considerable
damage; there waS no rain.
Rio Arriba Co. Dulce, F. E. James:
The weather has been cool and clear;
the maximum temperature was 83 on
the 1st and the minimum was 25 on
Mc-Clur-

Sun-nysid-

American Association.
At Toledo: Toledo 5; Kansas CityO.
At Columbus: Columbus. 10; Milwaukee 5.
Louisville-St- ,
Paul
At Louisville:
esreal
is1
fact
rain.
that
game postponed;
It 'an admitted
s
tate, financial men and merchants all At Indianapolis: Indianapolis-Minneapoliare
rain.
results
game postponed;
"say that quickest and best
obtained by advertising in the New
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Mexican.
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Engraved cards de viste and wedBorn In Iowa.
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Any one
Our "family were all born And rais- Mexican printing office.
will
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of
In
need
Chamber
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and
standing
ed in Iowa,''
'
lain's
Cholera, and Diarrhoea to call at this office and examine samColic,
'
' for
ples, style of work and prices.
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from
is
how
it
know
We
good
years.
The New Mexican Printing company
long experience in the use of It. In
is
writtne
when
In
El
prepared to furnish cards de viste
Paso, Texas,
fact,
ladles and for gentlemen on short
use
for
was
the
life
er's
saved
prompt
by
t
notice
in first class style at reason
now
are
.'.of this remedy.' We
engaged
"' in the mercantile business at Uarcoos-- . able prices, either engraved or print
1
see, Fla.,and have introduced the ed Call at the New Mexican Printing
'
remedy here. It has proven very suc- company.
cessful and Is constantly growing In
the 4th.
favor Ennis Bros. Thisremedy is Subscribe for the Daily New Mexi
San Juan Co. Bloomfield, Fred Le
The week was very windy
can and get the news.
Clerc:
for sale by all druggists.
;

'

-

"

Wells Fargo k Company
Express

8,

FOR RENT Four room
house. O. C. Watson & Co.

modero

General Express Forwarders

FOR SALE OR LEASE The Ortiz
cottage, No. 115 Cerrillos Street.

TO

FOR SALE A ruling machine in
good condition; will be sold cheap. Apply to the New Mext an Printing
Company.
FOR SALE A secondhand steam
boiler in good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing

and freezing temperature occurred on
several nights; there was no rain.
Turley, Jay Turley: The weather
has been fair and windy.
San Miguel Co. Las Vegas, Dr.
Wm. Curtiss Bailey:
The weather
has continued clear and windy, but
tho moisture remaining in the soil has
prevented any injurious effects from
the dry weather; the maximum temperature was 80 degrees on the 2d and
3d; the minimum was 32 on the 5th.
Santa Fe Co. Santa Fe, U. S.
Weather Bureau: The only rain during the week was a trace on the
morning of the 7th; the sunshine averaged 95 per cent; the temperature
was below the normal on every day
of the week; the maximum was 75 degrees on the 3d and the minimum was
38 on the 4th and 5th; strong westerly winds occurred almost daily.
Socorro Co. Rosedale, W. H. Martin: There was no rain; the sunshine averaged almost 100 per cent;
the temperature was moderately low,
the maximum being 74 degrees on the
1st, 2d and 3d, and the minimum 39
on the 5th.
Taos Co. Taos, G. A. Dennis:
Clear, cool weather has prevailed;
there was a temperature of 32 degrees on the morning of the 4th.
Mrs.
Union Co. Valley,
Mary
Smith:
The weather has been dry,
and strong winds occurred frequently.
MONTROSE W. HAYES,
Section Director.

Parts of the World.

All

FOR SALE Cash or installment, or
for rent, good typewriters. J. B. Sloan.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Farpo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Ixico
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES,
:: ::

U. S. M All, AND PASSENGER KOLTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles
Full equipment of modern Cars in
Shortest route between Roswell and service
securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous
and expert ChaufFe and all points in the Estancia Val- feurs in
charge of every Car. Seats
ley and western New Mexico.
reserved on Auto by applying to
Automobiles leave Roswell
dally at Agent of E Paso & Southwestern tty.,
1:00 Pf M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto
Co., Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
j

Railway
Baggage allowance CO lbs.
Any
Leave Torrance at C:00 A. M. arriv- amount of
Baggage can be carrlei'
at
Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by
ing
notifying Company at Roswell.

J W. STOCKARD, Manaacr.
liS

'

Weak women should try Dr. Shoop's
Night Cure. These soothing, healing,
antiseptic suppositories go direct to
the seat of these weaknesses.
My
"Book No. 4, For Women" contains
many valuable hints to women and it
i sfree. Ask Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wisconsin, to mail it. Ask the Doctor in
strictest confidence any question you
wish answered. Dr. Shoop's Night
Cure is sold by all dealers.
The New Mexican Printing company
is prepared to furnish cards de viste
for ladles and for gentlemen on short
notice In first class style at reasonable prices, either engraved or printed. Call In the New Mexican Printing
company
Tenn.,
W. R. Ward, of Dyersburg,
"rpviic ta r nrHfw that T tinvn

if.lun.

Orlno Laxative for
used Foley's
chronic constipation, and it has prov- en without a doubt to be a thorough
practical remedy for this trouble, and
it is with pleasure I offer my conscientious reference." For sale at
The Ireland Pharmacy.
If yoa Lave anytning to sell, rent or
exchange use the "Want" columns of
the New Mexican.
Kodol is the best known preparation

that Is offered to the people today for
dyspepsia or Indigestion or any stomach trouble. Kodol digests all foods. It
Is pleasant to take. It is sold here by
The Ireland Pharmacy.
, ,.....,

Agent

n

I
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Rabbet Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS,
A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE
YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2
Inches ong
15C
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-linStamp, over 2 3 and not over 3
inches long
20c.
Each additional line on stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
and not over 5 inches long
Stamp, over 3
25c.
Each additional line on same
stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
35C.
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved Iine3 on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long
way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used Is over one-hal- f
inch Inch in size, we charge for one
line for each one-hal- f
Inch or fraction.
One-lin- e

2

e

2

2

DATES, ETC.
any town and date for
.Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band Dater
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
Local Dater

60c
,

Fac-Smil-

SELF-INKIN-

,

1

10

cents;
cents; 9

2x3 14, 15

STAMP

PADS.

2

cents;
so cents;

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

25
4

cents; 2
75 cents.

ADDKESS
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.50
.35
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CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

Personal Mention.

UNKNOWN MOTHER
GIVES BABE AWAY

(Continued From Page Four.)
Ralph Easley hag returned

home
from Columbia, Missouri, where
he
attended the University of Missouri,
finishing the law course In that Insti
tution and being graduated with hon.
ors. Mr. Easley expects to locate In
Santa Fe and engage in the practice
of law with his father, Hon, Charles
F. Easlev.

No. 250 San Francisco Street

Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market. Telephone No. 49.

BAiS,

GHQCEIS,

BUTCHERS! Minor City Topics.
(Continued From Page Five.)
All trains this evening are reported
on time.
A real touch of summer weather
was given Santa Fe and vicinity yesterday and summer wearing apparel
came In handy for the first time this
season.
While the temperature was
not above the normal yet the day generally was an ideal one for spring.
The maximum temperature was 76 degrees, which occurred at 3:30 p. m.,
and the minimum temperature was 48
degrees which occurred at 1:50 a. m.
The mean temperature for the day
was 22 per cent. The lowest temperature last night was 50 degrees and
the temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 59 degrees. Today seems
to be a repetition of yesterday's
weather conditions.

New Potatoes $3.00 per cwt
6 lbs for

.

-

. - 25c.

.

Fine, Red, Sweet Juicy Watermelons - - - - 3c per lb.

ORGAN RECITAL AT
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Meadow Gold Butter 30c. lb.

Minor C. Baldwin, Assisted
By
Miss Virginia Bean, Violinist, to
Appear on Thursday Evening.

Dr.

I

The organ recital at the First Presbyterian church on Thursday evening
of this week under the auspices of the
Woman's Aid iSociety will be one of
the most delightful musical treats for
some time in Santa Fe. Dr. Minor C.
Baldwin, an organist of renown, will
make his initial appearance in Santa
Fe on that evening and he will be assisted by Miss Virginia Bean, a local
violinist to whom the people of Santa
Fe need no introduction. The following is the program to be rendered:
Program.
Great Toccata (Pedal Solos) ....

DUDROW & M0NTEN1E
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
DUDROWS OFFICF BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE
Residence,

Lincoln Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone

Bach.
Bach.
Svendson's.

Reverie
Romance
Virginia Bean.

Sonata
(a)
35
(b)
(c)

No. 142.

Schultz.
Allegro Moderato

Pastorale

Allegro
Selection from "II Trovatore"

. .

Verdi.

I

WQC1

COAL
Cerrillos Lump,
Monero Lump,

Anthracite

j

Anthracite Mixed,

,

Fur.-.ac- e,

Smithing Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T., & S. F. Depot.

202
A

VtT

of

medical,

obstetrical cases.

8.

Santa Fe.

can be had from us in any
quantity
and the best quality. It can be had in
any size desired, but none leaves our
yard that Is not ree from warplngs,
and other Imperfections.
Our prices
please the mose economical builders
and contractors. Let us have the favor
of a first order from you and we know
others will follow.

C W. Dtidfow

surgical

Rates,

week and up.
J. M. DIAZ, Pres.

LUMEER FOR
euiuikg PURPOSES

Ciiff

$9.00

and
per

J.

A. ROLLS, Sec.

Wedding Hints
at the Racket
We have a nice line of novelties
very suitable for wedding or birthday presents. Solid Sterling and
Plated Silver Ware. Fine hand painted china, Japanese china and silk
goods, Mexican drawn work, consisting of very handsome patterns and designs In doilies, table scarfs, In many
sizes, bed spreads, shirt waists and
suits worked on finest handkerchief
linen. All at "Racket" prices.

Dwellers' house hold

goods, weapons and money.

There's is not a thing in curio lines that
we do not have. We will sell to anybody
anywhere Being only native born dealer we
know what we are sellirg.

BLANKETS! BI AM(ETJ

Intermezzo

)

Bach.

Tradler.

Canzonetta

Grodski.
Virginia Bean.
Tone Picture "The Storm in the
Mountains."
(a) Shepherd's Evening Song.
(b) The Tempest.
(c) Hymn of Thanksgiving.
Baldwin.
(d) Invocation
Pilgerchor, from "Tannhaeuser,"

Snugly done up in a bundle of
shawls a little girl who came into the
world less than three days ago, was
found on the doorstep of the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Lacario Lopez,
216 West DeVargas street last night
about 9:30 o'clock.
The child was taken by Mrs. Lopez
and its Innocence and purity has won
for it a permanent place in the household. It was stated at the residence
this morning that the babe would be
adopted and that a Christening would
take place in a few days.
There was nothing about the infant
to lead to a clue as to who left it
there. The clothing on the child was
neat and clean. The shawls, while not
new, were clean. They are of a make
common in the West being plalded
and woven of wool.
As for the child itself it has no disIts
tinctive featurse no babies do.
hair and eyes are very black and its
face fair. So far as the family now
knows it never cries. It seems contented with its1 fate and coos all the time.
It is a healthy baby and likes milk.
A large bottle lasts but a very short
time. From its plump condition it evidently U used to good care and the
care and attention it is receiving from
the Lopez family could be no better.
A reporter for the New Mexican
called at the residence this morning.
James Lopez, who has gained some
notoriety as a baseball player and who
pitches far the Salmon Grays, Is one
of the family. Like the other members he is immensely pleased over the
acquisition to the household.
"Mother Is determined to keep the
baby. She is not alone in this determination as the other members of the
family argue the same. (There are
five men, three girls and one boy
in the family besides Mrs. Lopez.) We
have no idea who left the baby here.
Evidently they knew us and knew
that we would take good care of it."
Laughingly Mr. Lopez said that per
haps the girl came to him as a mas
cot for the Santa Fe baseball team.
He said that he read recently of such
an instance.
The women of the family evidenced
some fear in having the subject be
come generally known. They are not
familiar with the law covering such
instances and this led them to think
that perhaps some one might take the
baby away from them. Legal steps will
be taken to have the child adopted
and the foundling will not have been
left at the door of the hospitable Lopez home for naught.
Several years ago Mrs. Lopez adopted a boy, who still resides with her.
She Is known for being kind hearted
and a great lover of children.

MERGER OF SANTA FE
CENTRAL WITH EASTERN
Meeting of Board of Directors for That
Purpose to ,Be Held in This City
on August 11th.

Baskets too.
Come to our store. It is the most valuable
sight in the most historical town in the West-

ern Hemisphere.

nm$ a piesliea as to

M

J. s. CAIVDELARIO
301 303 San Francisco St
Oldest in America.
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A pure, cream of

tartar powder

DC

Its fame is world wide
No alum; no phosphate of lime
The poisonous nature of alum is
so well known that the sale of
condiments and whiskey con-

taining it is prohibited by law.

In buying baking powder examine the
label and take only a brand shown
to be made with cream of tartar

nprnrn
in n n
METROPOLIS OF
SANTA
(Continued

FE

CUT-OF-

whatsoever has arisen concerning the
handling of the funds of the territorial penitentiary or their expenditure, but it Is believed that an improved and simplified system of keeping
accounts should be had.
Appointed Notaries Public.
Notaries public commissions have
been issued by Governor
George
Curry to the following:
George H. Hunker, of Las Vegas,

F

From Page One.)

ly. Our city bids fair to bjcome one
of the most beautiful, healthiest and
prosperous cities in New Mexico. We
are not afraid of Albuquerque the
least bit. We are paddling our cwn
canoe and are perfectly willing that
she should paddle hers, and if we beat San Miguel county; John Borradaile,
the Duke City it will be because cf of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; Ed
our superior advantages and the co win B. Stewart, Tre Piedras, Taos
hesion and unity of our citizens and county; Gustave Weiss, Laguna, Valbusiness men politically and financial- encia county, Eugene Forbes, of Wll- ly. Our business men are not always lard, Torrance county.
talking politics. They are talking bus- Corporation Appoints New Territorial
iness and doing business most of the
Agent.
time and are attending to it and tha.i
The Union Gas and Traction comIs one of the principal reasons why
pany has notified Territorial Secrewe are so rapidly advancing.
tary Nathan Jaffa that it has appoint"Our natural resources are of the ed E. C. Abbott, of Santa Fe, as Its
best in the Southwest. Our railroad agent in New Mexico, vice J. F. Luthy
connections in a short time will en- resigned. This corporation is a Kanable us to secure fast freight from sas
City concern.
the East and West at lower rates than
Corporation Changes Its Name.)
any other connecting point on the
The El Paso and Southwestern comgreat Santa Fe railway system. Our pany is now the official name for the
city is filling with progressive and old Southwestern
Investment comwell to do merchants and business
New Jersey, aca
of
pany,
corporation
men and therefore Belen must get to cording to papers filed in the office of
the top."
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa.
The company was organized to promote nearly all kinds of enterprises
from steam and electric railways to
farms. The company is capitalized at
Postoffice Established.
$17,000,000. Henry J. Anderson, of
A postoffice has been established at
is named as the New MexiKirk, Quay county, to be served from co agent.
Melrose, 30 miles to the south. Sam
Hendricks has been appointed post-

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Saf-for-

s,

Saf-for- d

Phonographs.

ad

the absolute p?i
of feod

The meeting of the board of directors of the Santa Fe Central Railway
PROMOTIONS IN
and of the Albuquerque Eastern Railbe held in this city at the
NATIONAL GUARD way will offices
of the Santa Fe Cen- master.
general
Postoffice Established.
on
tral
Railway
August 11th, 1908,
Adjutant General A. P, Tarkington for
A postoffice has been established at
of
the
the
purpose
upon
voting
in
Announces Such
General
consolidation and merger o the two Cone, Union leounty, to be served
Order Just Issued.
from Amistad, twenty miles to the
companies.
east.
Myrtice Cone has been apis
all
understood that
It
arrangeThe following general order made
postmaster.
pointed
for
ments
have
been
the
made
merger
by Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington
Treasurer Lopez' Records Found
and approved by Governor George Cur- and that the directors of the new
which will be the New MexCorrect.
ry promoting men serving in the New company,
A.
ico
are
Robert
Central
Railway,
IsMexico National Guard has been
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
Law, of Denver, Francis J. Torrance,
sued :
during the past ten days has
of Allegheny City, Pennsylvania, W. made careful examination of the books
Second Lieutenant George E.
of the Signal Corps, promoted to C. Miller of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and accounts of Celso Lopez, treasurcollector of Santa Fe
first lieutenant of the Signal Corps W. S. Hopewell, of Albuquerque, and er and
Charles F. Easley, of Santa Fe.
county, and reports to have found all
subject to examination.
It is also understood that Robert A. these accounts1 and records in good
Second Lieutenant Carlos Vierra,
of Denver, is to be the presi- condition, the funds in
Law
of the First Infantry, to be a first
possession of
and
dent
general manager.
subthe treasurer properly deposited and
of
the First Infantry,
lieutenant
the records kept neat and clean.
ject to examination.
Bond For New Farmington PostSergeant Charles Whileman, of the DESPERATE PRISONER
master.
FIRES CARLSBAD JAIL.
Signal Corps, to be a first lieutenant
of the Signal Corps subject to
The official bond of James T. Fay,
Carlsbad, N. M., June 9. A Mexi- as postmaster at Farmington, San
First Sergeant Walter R. Ames, of can prisoner, confined in the county Juan county, which appointment was
Company A. First Infantry, to be a jail, which is located adjacent to the recently made upon the recommendafirst lieutenant of First Infantry and court house, attempted to fire the tion of Delegate W. H. Andrews, has
building and cremate himself here been prepared by the postoffice departassigned to Company A.
R. A. Ford, of Deming, has been ap yesterday by setting fire to his cell ment and has been forwarded to Mr.
pointed captain subject to examina and then attacking every one who at- Fay at Farmington for execution. As
tion. He is not assigned.
tempted to rescue him from death and soon as returned to the postoffice deLieutenant Vierra has been as- extinguish the blaze. It was finally partment, Mr. Fay's commission will
signed to Company F, First Infantry; necessary for Marshal Carl Gordon to be issued and he will assume the dutLieutenant Buffum remains in com shoot the man twice to prevent him ies of the office.
mand of the detachment of the Signal from killing his rescuers and to save Names
Delegates to Good Roads ConCorps and Lieutenant Whileman re the building from entire destruction.
vention.
As it was damage amounting to $500
ports to him.
Governor
George
Curry has anwas done.
nounced the appointment of the folNOTICE.
New
lowing delegates to represent
Notice is hereby given, that a RECEIVER ASKED FOR
Mexico at the Legislative and Good
AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Roads' convention to be held in Buffameeting of the stockholders of the
Santa Fe Central Railway company,
New York, July 7 and 8:
lo,
Albuquerque, N. M., June 9. A suit
on August 11th, 1908, at two o'clock,
M. 'W. Flourney, A. Grunsfelt and
was filed in the district court here R. E.
p. m., at the general office of the
Putney, of Albuquerque; J. W.
yesterday by John Duncan and Allan ,Raynolds, of Santa Fe; J. W. Stock-ard- ,
New
in
Santa
the
of
Fe,
company,
city
and L. E. Densmore,
of Roswell; C. N. Cotton, of GalMexico, jias been called by the Board McGillivray
Albuquerque-EstanciAutomosas
the
takof
of Directors, for the purpose
M. M. Padgett, of Las Vegas; J.
lup;
bile company. The complaint states
W. Prude, of Tularosa; John A. Haley
ing into consideration an agreement
of the defendant
of consolidation and merger of the that the business
W. A. Fleming-Joneof
been unprofitable and ex- 'of Capitan;
has
company
Central
Fe
Santa
Cruces.
Railway company
Las
and asks that a rceeiver be
of Penitentiary Financial
and the Albuquerque Eastern Railway pensive
to take charge of its pro- Inspection
appointed
bala
vote, by
Records.
company, and taking
and affairs.
lot, for the adoption or rejection of the perty
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
is preparing; to make a thorough
same, and for the transaction of any
other business that may be brought
examination of the financial records of
before the meeting.
the territorial penitentiary, with the
W. C. HAGAN,
"The Racket" has on sale the Victor view to improving the system of keepSecretary. line 110.00, $22.00, $30.00, $40.00, ing the same, as the system that has
$50.00 and $60.00. 20 dozens new rec- obtained there for some time is not as
as it should
esords to pick from. Hear your record efficient and
It la an admittei fact that real
save
and
look over
express
will
also
before
buy
be.
you
men
Governor
merchants
all
and
financial
Curry
tate,
the accounts and records, and it is
say that quickest and best results are charges.
likely that a new system of bookobtained by advertising in the New
' Subscribe for the New Mexican.
Mexican.
keeping will be instituted. No question
,

Mexico.

vr There is

a

!

There's not a Blanket made that we don't
have in stock. Pottery of any and all kinds.

Santa Fe, New

--

Buf-fu-

Just unearthed the rarest relics ever found
in New Mexico.

N. M.

modern hospital, equipped for the

treatment
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SflHITflRIUm

Water Street

(b)

.

Foundling But a Few Days Old Left on
Doorstep of Lacario Lopez's Home
on South Side.

Wagner.

Phone No. 35, Office Garfield Avenue,

UZ

Overture (Selected
(a) Air
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M--

MARKET REPORT.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
66

copper

Amalgamated
Atchison

1--

62.

Pfd. 92

Do

New York Central

104

1--

7--

121.

Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
Steel

i

Do

86
147
37
Pfd. 101

5--

1-- 8.
1--

1--

MONEYS AND METALG.
New York, June 9. Prime mercantile paper 3
money on call
1
easy 1
St. Louis, June 8. Spelter lower
1-- 2

447

1--

New York, June 9. Lead, firm, 447
lake copper, dull, 12
silver 53.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, June 9. Wool Market is
steady and unchanged.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS
Chicago, June 9. Wheat July 86
'September
Corn July 66
September 66.
Oats July 40
September 35
1--

7--

5--

Pork July 13.60; September 14.05.
Lard July 8.57
September 8.77
1--

Ribs
77

July

7.52

September

7.57

1--

LIVESTOCK.

Kansas City, June 9. Cattle 500,
is
Including 200 southerns. Market
steady. Souhtern steera, $3. 80 6. 50;
southern cows, $2. 75 4. 25; stockers
and feeders, $3.505.25; bulls1, $3.25
5.00; calves, $3.505.50; western
steers, $5.007.00; western cows,

$3.255.00.

Hogs 2,000. Market 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales, $5. 15 5. 30; heavy
$5.205.35; packers,
$5.155.30;
light, $5.05(3)5)25; pigs, $3.754.25.
Sheep 500. Market 10 cents higher. Muttons, $4.004.50; lambs, $5
6.35; range ewthers,
$3.804.30;
feeders, $3.254.00.
Chicago, June 9. Cattle 3,000.
Market weak to shade lower. Beeves
$4.907.G5; Texans, $4.705.70;

western $4.606.00;

stockers

and

feeders, $2.60(9)5.50; cows and heifers, $2.406.20; calves1, $4.506.00.
Sheepl3,000. Market strong to 10
cents higher. Western $3.154.90;

yearlings, $4.605.50; lambs, $4.00
6.20; western, $4. 006. 25.

